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Breakthrough Prize announced by Silicon

Valley entrepreneurs
Mark Zuckerberg of Facebook, Sergey Brin of Google and venture capitalist Yuri Milner set up foundation to reward excellence in life

sciences with 11 individual prizes of $3m. The Silicon Valley aristocrats Mark Zuckerberg, Sergey Brin and Yuri Milner have jointly estab-

lished the most lucrative annual prize in the history of sci-

ence to reward research into curing diseases and extend-

ing human life.

The newly created Breakthrough Prize in Life Sciences Foun-

dation on Wednesday announces the first 11 winners of an

award intended to inject excitement into the sometimes

lonely, underfunded quests to understand and combat can-

cer, diabetes, Parkinson's disease and other maladies.

Zuckerberg, who founded Facebook; Brin, who co-founded

Google; and Milner, a venture capitalist, have dipped into

their fortunes to sponsor awards worth $3m each, com-

pared with a Nobel prize's monetary value of $1.1m.

"With the mapping of the genome sequence there are ex-

pectations of significant progress in the next 10 or 20 years

so I think the timing is really appropriate to create an in-

centive for the best scientific minds," Milner told the Guard-

ian in an interview on the eve of the announcement.

A Russian internet investor who quit a PhD in physics and invested in social networking, Milner persuaded his fellow internet billionaires to

contribute to the bounty to encourage a new generation of molecular biologists and geneticists. "Young people will hopefully get the

message that not only the careers in sports or entertainment can get a public recognition."

Milner, who has homes in Moscow and California, distributed prizes last year for the field of fundamental physics. They too were each

worth $3m, with nine inaugural winners receiving a total of $27m. They formed a committee to choose the winner, or joint winners, of the

single annual prize established for future years.

Milner decided to repeat the model on a bigger scale for life sciences. "Unfortunately I have two very close relatives with very bad dis-

eases, one of them is cancer. This is part of my personal connection with this prize."

To honour the 11 scientists named on Wednesday, who will collectively receive $33m, he reached out to Zuckerberg, whom he has known

since buying a $200m stake in Facebook in 2009. He also enlisted Brin, a Russian American entrepreneur, despite Google's occasionally

testy relations with Facebook. Brin's wife, Anne Wojcicki, was named as a fourth sponsor.

They will split the cost of the inaugural prizes and of subsequent five annual awards, totalling $15m. "Yuri drove this," said Art Levinson,

the chairman of Apple, who will also chair the new foundation. It marked an unusual philanthropic alliance in Silicon Valley, he said. "In my

recollection this has not happened before."

The prize was intended to make a statement. "It's a lot of money, yes. But the people who make game-changing contributions are often

scientists who toil without much recognition or fanfare and without much compensation. To my mind these are the true heroes," said Levinson.

Recipients, who hail from the United States, Japan, Italy and the Netherlands, expressed shock and delight when told of the awards, which

will be officially announced on Wednesday at a press conference in San Francisco.

"I had to sit down on the floor for a while. I thought it must be a practical joke or a Nigerian scam," said Cornelia Bargmann, 51, who has

pioneered work on neural circuits and behaviour at the Rockefeller University. "The scale of this is so outsized I think it will have a huge

impact on the life sciences." Asked how she would spend the money she hesitated. "It's so far outside my normal planning I don't know.

Get the car fixed?"

Hans Clevers, 55, professor of Molecular Genetics at the Hubrecht Institute, who has broken ground in stem cell research and colon cancer,

said he had recovered since Levinson notified him last week. "It's sunk in a little bit. When I asked him about the money he said it's meant

to make life easy." Clevers said he would use some of the windfall to invite about 150 collaborators to a symposium in Amsterdam. "We'll

have a big party."

The announcement will come just days before the Oscars but is more likely to steal limelight from the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences'

Nobel awards. Anyone online can nominate someone for a Breakthrough prize and organisers envisage winners will tend to be scientists

still in their prime rather than retired scientists honoured for decades-old research.

There is no limit on the number of people who can share a prize, in contrast to the Nobel which caps it at three. Each year's winners will join

an ever-expanding selection committee to vote, in secret, on future winners. Unlike Stockholm there will be no elaborate ceremony in San

Francisco but winners will be expected to give talks and interviews during the year.

Lewis Cantley, director of the cancer centre at Weill Cornell Medical College, whose work on mutated pathways could help tackle diabetes

and other genetic disorders, said he was overwhelmed when notified of the news. "I almost fell over. I didn't even know this prize existed."

He turned 64 on Wednesday.

Titia de Lange, 57, who researches cell biology, genetics and cancer at Rockefeller university, said the award felt surreal. "I'm not used to

having a lot of money. I don't really have possessions." Two women from a list of 11 fairly reflected the percentage of women working at

that level, she said. "One would like it to be higher of course."

One of the oldest recipients, David Botstein, 70, a doyen of genomics on sabbatical from Princeton, expressed some unease about the

amount of money and said he would give some of it away. He thanked the sponsors but lamented that such a payout was needed to shine

media and public attention the life sciences. "Over the past 30 or 40 years there has been very rapid progress but you just don't hear about it."

Breakthrough Prize: full list of the inaugural winners

1 Cornelia I Bargmann

Torsten N Wiesel professor and head of the Lulu and Anthony Wang Laboratory of Neural Circuits and Behaviour at the Rockefeller Univer-

sity. Howard Hughes Medical Institute investigator.

For the genetics of neural circuits and behavior, and synaptic guidepost molecules.

2 David Botstein

Director and Anthony B Evnin professor of genomics. Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative Genomics at Princeton University.

For linkage mapping of Mendelian disease in humans using DNA polymorphisms.

3 Lewis C Cantley

Margaret and Herman Sokol professor and director of the cancer centre at Weill Cornell Medical College and New York-Presbyterian

hospital.

For the discovery of PI 3-Kinase and its role in cancer metabolism.

4 Hans Clevers

Professor of molecular genetics at Hubrecht Institute.

For describing the role of Wnt signaling in tissue stem cells and cancer.

5 Titia de Lange

Leon Hess professor, head of the Laboratory of Cell Biology and Genetics, and director of the Anderson Centeer for Cancer Research at

Rockefeller University.

For research on telomeres, illuminating how they protect chromosome ends and their role in genome instability in cancer.

6 Napoleone Ferrara

Distinguished professor of pathology and senior deputy director for basic sciences at Moores Cancer Centre at the University of California,

San Diego.

For discoveries in the mechanisms of angiogenesis that led to therapies for cancer and eye diseases.

7 Eric S Lander

President and founding director of the Eli and Edythe L Broad Institute of Harvard and MIT. Professor of biology at MIT. Professor of

systems biology at Harvard Medical School.

For the discovery of general principles for identifying human disease genes, and enabling their application to medicine through the cre-

ation and analysis of genetic, physical and sequence maps of the human genome

8 Charles L Sawyers

Chair, human oncology and pathogenesis programme at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Centre. Howard Hughes Medical Institute investigator.

For cancer genes and targeted therapy.

9 Bert Vogelstein

Director of the Ludwig Center and Clayton Professor of Oncology and Pathology at the Johns Hopkins Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive

Cancer Center. Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigator.

For cancer genomics and tumor suppressor genes.

10 Robert A Weinberg

Daniel K Ludwig professor for cancer research at MIT and director of the MIT/Ludwig Centre for Molecular Oncology. Member, Whitehead

Institute for Biomedical Research

For characterisation of human cancer genes.

11 Shinya Yamanaka

Director of the Centre for iPS Cell Research and Application, Kyoto University. Senior investigator and the LK Whittier Foundation investiga-

tor in stem cell biology at the Gladstone Institutes. Professor of anatomy at the University of California, San Francisco

ATROCITY THAT

PROVED TO BE THE

BEGINNING OF THE

END FOR RAJ
U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron became the first serving British Premier to pay a visit to the Jallianwala Bagh memorial in the northern

Indian city of Amritsar. The site marks the 1919 massacre of scores of unarmed Indian protesters by British colonial troops — imperial

officials at the time put the body count at 379; subsequent Indian investigations claim more than 1,000 died. The incident is firmly embed-

ded in India’s 20th century historical memory and inflames nationalist passions. It reached the rest of the world’s imagination when

immortalized in a scene in Ri-

chard Attenborough’s Oscar-

winning 1982 film, Gandhi.

After laying a wreath at the

memorial for those slain,

Cameron commented in a

handwritten note at the site,

describing the slaughter 94

years ago as a “deeply shame-

ful event.” But, as all the me-

dia have noticed in both India

and the U.K., he didn’t extend

a formal apology on behalf of

his government. Aware of the

full weight of scrutiny on his

visit, Cameron offered this

defense to reporters in

Amritsar:

In my view we are dealing

with something here that

happened a good 40 years

before I was even born, and

which Winston Churchill de-

scribed as ‘monstrous’ at the

time and the British govern-

ment rightly condemned at

the time. So I don’t think the

right thing is to reach back

into history and to seek out

things you can apologize for. I

think the right thing is to ac-

knowledge what happened,

to recall what happened, to

show respect and under-

standing for what happened.

The Amritsar massacre is con-

sidered one of the low points

in the history of the Empire -

and it also helped to end Brit-

ish rule in India. Tens of thou-

sands of Indians gathered in

a square near the city's iconic

Golden Temple on April 13,

1919 and started protesting

against the power of the Raj. The protest was part of the growing independence movement, with strikes and demonstrations sweeping

the country in the preceding months. It was this revolutionary background which made Bridgadier-General Reginald Dyer nervous about

the protest, and which motivated his decision to order

dozens of soldiers to open fire on the demonstrators.

The troops, most of whom were themselves Indian, fired

indiscriminately and without warning, killing hundreds -

the official death toll was 379, but Indians claim that

around 1,000 protesters died.

Dyer had intended to suppress calls for independence, but

instead the massacre ended up boosting them as previ-

ously pacific Indians rallied to the cause after hearing of

the horrific slaughter.

Reactions in Britain were mixed, but many - including

Winston Churchill, then Secretary of State for War - were

revolted by the killing.

One man particularly inspired by the news was Mahatma

Gandhi, who soon began a campaign of non-violence pro-

test which would eventually lead to the country's inde-

pendence in 1947.

It has been 96 years of continued bloodshed and loss of innocent lives since the Balfour declaration and yet no British politician has had the

courage or ethical standard to utter a few words to the Palestinians whose lands have been plundered because of Britain’s colonial poli-

cies. Not even a few words like those voiced by Cameron during his recent visit to Amritsar.

If such a move or gesture is unlikely, then western leaders can at least take an ethical stand on the 5,000 Palestinian prisoners on hunger

strike in 18 Israeli prisons following the death of one of the prisoners in Israeli custody. These leaders are tongue-tied when it comes to the

issue of the Palestinians. None of them will ever ask himself or herself: Why are there 5,000 Palestinian prisoners in Israeli jails in the first

place? Why did one of them die in detention?

Ethics may not stand in the way of interests and if we understand that bagging big trade deals in India and attracting the million-plus votes

of Britons of Indian origin is a good reason to lay a wreath at the site of a colonial massacre, then we can also understand why all western

leaders will be tongue-tied when it comes to Israel. Western leaders are motivated only by interests and not ethics. Ethics are just a means

of bargaining.

Mohammad Fadhel is a Bahraini writer and media consultant based in Dubai.
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UPSC Indian FUPSC Indian FUPSC Indian FUPSC Indian FUPSC Indian Forororororest Serest Serest Serest Serest Servicevicevicevicevice

ExaminaExaminaExaminaExaminaExamination Exam,tion Exam,tion Exam,tion Exam,tion Exam, 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012

WWWWWritten Pritten Pritten Pritten Pritten Pararararart Rt Rt Rt Rt Resultesultesultesultesult

Announced  Announced  Announced  Announced  Announced  
The result of the written part of the Indian Forest Service Examination (IFS), 2012 has been

announced and the same is available on the Commission’s website http://www.upsc.gov.in

..  The written test was held by the  UPSC in July 2012. The candidature of all these candi-

dates is PROVISIONAL subject to their being found eligible in all respects.  

The candidates would be required to produce the original certificates in support of their

claims relating to age, educational qualification, community etc.  at the time

of  the  Personality Test.  Therefore they are, advised to keep the said certificates ready.

In accordance with the Rules of the examination, all these candidates are required to fill up

the  Detailed Application Form (DAF),  which is available on the Commission’s website http:/

/www.upsc.gov.in.  All the qualified candidates are required to fill up the DAF and submit

the same ON LINE.     The DAF will be available on the website of the Commission till 24-02-

2013.  Important Instructions regarding filling up of the DAF and submitting the same ONLINE

to the Commission are also available on the website.     The qualified candidates are further

advised to refer to the Rules of the Indian Forest Service Examination, 2012 published in the

gazette of India, dated 14-20th April , 2012, which is also available on the website of the

Commission.        

The candidates who have been declared successful have to first get themselves registered

on the relevant page of the website before filling up the ONLINE Detailed Application Form

. The candidates are required to bring in person  an ink signed copy of the printout of DAF

alongwith their photograph and all relevant documents on the day of Interview.  

Interview of Candidates who have qualified for the Personality Test are tentatively sched-

uled to commence from  25th February, 2013.  The exact date of interview will, however, be

intimated to the candidates through Interview Letter/e-mail.  Roll Number wise Interview

Schedule will also be made available on Commission’s Website in due course. The  candidates

are advised to check their e-mail also for further information.        

No request for change in the date and time of Personality Test intimated to the candidates

will be entertained under any circumstances.

“The mark-sheet of candidates who have not qualified, will be put on the Commission’s

Website within 15 days from the date of publication of the  final result ( after conducting

Personality Test) and will remain available on the website for a period of 60 days.”

The candidates can access the marks-sheets after keying in their Roll Numbers and date of

birth.  The printed/hard copies of the marks-sheet would, however, be issued by UPSC to

candidates based on specific request accompanied by a self addressed stamped

envelope.  Candidates desirous of obtaining printed/hard copies of the marks-sheet should

make the request within thirty days of the display of the marks on the Commission’s Website,

beyond which such requests would not be entertained.        

The result will also be available on the U.P.S.C.’s Websitehttp://www.upsc.gov.in        

 The Union Public Service Commission have a Facilitation Counter at its campus.   Candidates

may obtain any information/clarification regarding their examination/ result on working

days between 10.00 A.M. to 5.00 P.M. in person or over telephone Nos. (011)-23385271/

23381125/23098543 from this counter.

Amendments to the NaAmendments to the NaAmendments to the NaAmendments to the NaAmendments to the Nationaltionaltionaltionaltional

Bank fBank fBank fBank fBank for or or or or AgAgAgAgAgriculturriculturriculturriculturriculture ande ande ande ande and

RRRRRururururural Deal Deal Deal Deal Devvvvvelopment (Nelopment (Nelopment (Nelopment (Nelopment (NABABABABABARD)ARD)ARD)ARD)ARD)

Act, 1981  Act, 1981  Act, 1981  Act, 1981  Act, 1981              
The Union Cabinet  today  gave its approval to the amendments to the National Bank for

Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) Act 1981. The following amendments to the

NABARD Act 1981 are proposed:- 

1.      Raising the authorized capital of NABARD to Rs. 20,000 crore from Rs. 5,000 crore. 

2.      The meaning of cooperative society is proposed to be enlarged to include multistate

cooperative societies registered under any Central law or any other Central or State law

relating to cooperative societies. 

3.      Change of ownership to facilitate the transfer of the remaining share capital of NABARD

from the Reserve Bank to the Central Government. 

4.      Increasing the scope of operations of NABARD under short term funding purposes and

other changes. 

The following benefits are projected by this amendment:- 

1.  By increasing the authorized capital of NABARD to Rs 20,000 crore from Rs 5,000 crore,

the ability of NABARD to mobilize resources from the market will be enhanced thereby new

credit products, new credit linkages and new clients will be developed. 

2.  The amendments allow NABARD to lend to new institutions, mainly Societies covered

under multistate cooperative societies act and other central laws, producer organizations

or such class of financial institutions which are approved by the Central Government. This is

likely to benefit a larger segment of the financially excluded farmers in the country. 

3.  The amendments allow combination of credit, creation of short term operations fund

and swapping of debt of farmers. 

4.  The decision of the Government to transfer the balance one percent shares to the Govt.

of India from Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in NABARD shall be carried out, which will provide

for increased public accountability, as the Government will acquire the equity held by RBI. 

5.  NABARD will combine the post of Chairman and the post of Managing Director, into one,

therefore Chairman and Managing Director, under the provisions of the NABARD Act relat-

ing to these two posts.

This shall ensure a distinct line of command. 

MerMerMerMerMerggggger ofer ofer ofer ofer of Na Na Na Na National Laktional Laktional Laktional Laktional Lakeeeee

ConserConserConserConserConservvvvvaaaaation Plan andtion Plan andtion Plan andtion Plan andtion Plan and

NaNaNaNaNational tional tional tional tional WWWWWetlandsetlandsetlandsetlandsetlands

ConserConserConserConserConservvvvvaaaaation Prtion Prtion Prtion Prtion Prooooogggggrrrrramme intoamme intoamme intoamme intoamme into

a nea nea nea nea new scw scw scw scw schemehemehemehemeheme
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs today approved the proposal for the merger of

National Lake Conservation Plan (NLCP) and National Wetlands Conservation Programme

(NWCP) into a new scheme called the ‘National Plan for Conservation of Aquatic Eco-sys-

tems‘ (NPCA). The merged scheme shall be operational during the XII Plan Period at an

estimated cost of Rs.900 crore on 70:30 cost sharing between the Central Government and

respective State Governments (90:10 for North-East States). For conservation of lakes and

wetlands, the Ministry of Environment and Forests is presently, implementing two separate

Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CSS), namely the NWCP and the NLCP. To avoid overlap, pro-

mote better synergies and to ensure conservation and management works, an integrated

scheme, NPCA is proposed, with the objective of conserving aquatic ecosystems (lakes and

wetlands), through implementation of sustainable conservation plans and governed with

application of uniform policy and guidelines. The principal objectives of the new scheme

will be holistic conservation and restoration of lakes and wetlands for achieving desired

water quality enhancement, besides improvement in biodiversity and the ecosystem,

through an integrated and multidisciplinary approach with a common regulatory frame-

work, The scheme would contribute to reduction of pollution loads and improvement in

goods and services provided by these water bodies to stakeholders.The new scheme will

have conservation and management of lakes and wetlands in the country within its scope,

to include inventory and information system on lakes and wetlands national level directive

on criteria for lakes and wetlands, regulatory framework, capacity building at state govern-

ment and local body levels, evaluation etc.

Asoke Kumar Mukerji,

appointed as the next

Ambassador/Permanent

Representative of India to the

United Nations
Shri Asoke Kumar Mukerji, currently Special Secretary at headquarters, has been appointed

as the next Ambassador/Permanent Representative of India to the United Nations at New

York. He replace Hardeep Singh Puri that appointed on 8 May 2009.

India, France Expect to

Conclude India-EU BTIA by

Summer 2013
In a meeting with Ms Nicole Bricq, French Minister for External Trade, the Union Minister

for Commerce, Industry & Textiles Shri Anand Sharma today said that a Broad-based Indian-

EU Trade and Investment Agreement has seen fifteen rounds of negotiations. The Chief

negotiators are meeting in March and hoped that this would be the last round of negotia-

tions. "Loose ends, if any, will be dealt at the Ministerial level in April." Both sides expect to

be able to close negotiations by summer of April 2013 and hope for a balanced an ambi-

tious agreement. Shri Sharma emphasised the need of declaration of Data Adequacy Status

from EU to enable EU Commitments in cross-border supply to be commercially meaningful

to India. “We are also concerned with the proposed Safeguard Clause for Mode 4 commit-

ments for contractual Services Supplies & Independent Professionals as this will greatly

reduce potential benefits. We hope the France can take the lead in resolving this issue,” said

Shri Sharma.

Both the leaders noted the countries have been unable to reach the target of 12 billion

Euros by 2012. “More needs to be done to achieve this target,” Shri Sharma told Ms. Bricq.

He explained the opportunities for French side in India’s National Manufacturing Industrial

Zones.

Shri Sharma conveyed to the French industry leaders, who met him separately, that there is

considerable scope for French investments especially in high-tech sectors, environmental

technologies, energy including renewable, infrastructure and food processing.

Shri Sharma said that the Indian government has allowed FDI in single-brand retail up to

100 per cent which was a longstanding request particularly of the French luxury industry.

Hence, Shri Sharma said that French luxury brands should start making plans for invest-

ments in India. “The French mono brands need to look at India not only as a market for their

products but also as an opportunity for production of high quality products through the

integration of the millions of Indian craftsman into the global luxury value chain”, conveyed

Shri Sharma to the French industry leaders. Apart from this Shri Sharma also said that with

the liberalization of FDI in multi-brand retail, India also expects “French retailers to bring in

the technologies and expertise to create a beneficial value chain from farm to fork.”

Shri Sharma also expressed India’s willingness to have institutional tie-ups with relevant

French institutions and National Institute of Design. “Tie-ups with fashion institutes of France

would be a win-win situation for both countries,” added Shri Sharma. The bilateral trade

between India and France stood at over US$ 9.4 billion in 2012 registering a robust growth

even in the backdrop of a difficult economic climate. France is India’s fifth largest trading

partner and investor in Europe, and fourth largest recipient in Europe of Indian investments.

International Conference on

Inclusive Urban Planning
The Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation (M/oHUPA), Government of India is

organizing a two day International conference on “Inclusive Urban Planning” on 18-19th

February 2013 at Vigyan Bhavan. The conference is a part of the series of such events orga-

nized every two years, where publication of India Urban Poverty Report is an immediate

outcome.

It has been realized that over time, the models and practices for urban planning have be-

come so institutionalized as to be unresponsive to dynamic changes in society, economy

and demography in cities. In the absence of comprehensive social protection measures,

urban policies which should have facilitated the process of inclusive development in urban

areas, have remained hostile to new migrants in cities, thereby creating innumerable road

blocks in getting urban citizenship and other entitlements.

Against above background, this conference is being organized with the objective of critical

evaluation and introspection of the urban planning processes and outcomes in India; cross-

learning from select international experiences on the ways in which inclusion can be incor-

porated into urban planning. The larger objective is to attempt a conceptual governance

framework to integrate inclusive urban planning into policy and practice in India.

The conference will see participation from some of the leading international urban plan-

ning and policy experts representing Brazil, South Africa, Singapore, Europe, UK, Canada

and the United States who will present models that have succeeded in their countries, in

addition to lessons sharing from some of the leading practitioners and policy makers in

India.

On Day 1 of the conference, a series of discussions and debates will focus upon the nature

of inclusiveness and its applicability to urban planning as well as evaluation of inclusiveness

of the master planning process in India. The session will seek to draw lessons from World

Cities where these practices have made any positive change. Debates on Day 2 will focus on

issues of revising the framework of urban planning in India to prioritize inclusive urban

planning in policy, governance and practice.

The conference will be inaugurated by Ms. Kumari Selja, Hon’ble Union Minister for Social

Justice and Empowerment Mr. Ajay Maken, Hon’ble Union Minister for Housing and Urban

Poverty Alleviation will chair the Valedictory session.

The conference is organized under the project “Support to National Policies for Urban Pov-

erty Reduction (SNPUPR)” a programme supported by Department for International Devel-

opment), United Kingdom.

National Culture Fund, Rural

Electrification Corporation

(REC) and Sewa
Federation Sign Memorandum of Agreement for Reviving Crafts

Heritage and providing sustainable livelihood to the Artisans

A Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) forging partnership between NCF/REC/SEWA Fed-

eration was signed here today for the project Reviving Crafts Heritage and Providing Sus-

tainable Livelihood to the Artisans. The MoA was signed in the presence of Smt. Sangita

Gairola, Secretary Culture, President of NCF Executive Committee and Shri. Rajeev Sharma,

CMD, Rural Electrification Corporation.

REC, as a part of their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for the FY 2012-13, has desired

to support the project "REVIVING CRAFTS HERITAGE AND PROVIDING SUSTAINABLE LIVELI-

HOOD TO THE ARTISANS" – a proposal submitted by SEWA Federation at an estimated cost

of Rs. 1.58 Crore. Through this project, Gujarat State Women’s SEWA Cooperative Federa-

tion Limited (GSWSCF), proposes

a) To help women artisans of the informal sector achieve economic security through tradi-

tional livelihoods;

b) To promote greater awareness, acceptance and demand for local arts and crafts; and

c) To revive and restore the crafts centre.

The Project will be implemented by the SEWA Federation within an estimated time period

of thirty six months from the date of signing of the Agreement. REC financed Project will

revive the traditional arts and crafts and provide sustainable livelihood opportunities to the

artisans in the districts of Ahmadabad, Mehsana, Patan, Kutchh and Surat in Gujarat, through

the women artisan cooperatives and self-help groups.

The National Culture Fund (NCF) was set up by the Govt. of India, Ministry of Culture, as a

Trust under the Charitable Endowment Act, 1890 through a Gazette Notification published

in the Gazette of India in November 1996.

It constitutes the most important innovation on the Indian culture scene. It is a mechanism

to elicit people’s support both intellectual and financial and to forge public private partner-

ships for culture- related endeavours.

Rural Electrification Corporation (REC) is a listed NAVRATNA Central Public Sector Enter-

prise under Ministry of Power. REC is engaged in providing financial assistance to Central/

State Power Utilities for Generation, Transmission & Distribution Projects and nodal agency

for implementation of Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana (RGGVY) Schemes includ-

ing DDG Schemes and Renewable Energy Projects all across the country.

Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) was established in 1992 to facilitate the em-

powerment of self employed women workers within the cooperative framework. SEWA’s

members are home-based workers, small producers, street vendors, manual labourers and

service providers including agricultural labourers and construction workers. SEWA’s main

goals are to organize the women workers for full employment and self-reliance.

MoU signed between NACO

and Ministry of Shipping
As a part of its efforts to mainstream issues relating to HIV/AIDS, the Department of AIDS

Control, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare signed the first MoU with the Ministry of

Shipping yesterday. It was signed by Shri. Lov Verma, Secretary, Department of AIDS Con-

trol, and Shri Pradeep K Sinha, Secretary, Ministry of Shipping.

According to the MoU, NACO will provide HIV/AIDS/STI preventive, care support and treat-

ment services to port workers as well as community around major ports including fisher-

men, seafarers, truckers, single male migrants and other vulnerable population etc. It also

aims to provide stigma free environment and promote greater involvement of people living

with HIV in all major port areas.

Under the MoU, Ministry of Shipping commits itself to the following things:-

(i)     Make available health infrastructure and human resources for prevention and manage-

ment of HIV/AIDS/STI.

(ii)   Designate responsibility to personnel at suitable level to plan, implement and monitor

HIV/AIDS/STI services.

(iii) Ensure identified health personnel from the facilities are provided capacity building by

State AIDS Control Societies.

(iv) Promote safe sexual practices among vulnerable population in port setting with neces-

sary support from State AIDS Control Societies.

(v)   Ensure dissemination/display of IEC material pertaining to HIV/AIDS/STI at ports/health

facilities and outreach activities.

(vi) Ensure ICTC/PPTCT/ and STI services and ensure availability of rapid HIV diagnostic kits

(3 different antigens/principles) as per NACO guidelines and specifications.

(vii) Set up designated STI/ICTC Clinics at major ports for vulnerable population including

truckers and transport workers and ensure availability of STI drug kits as per NACO guide-

lines and specifications.

(viii) Coordinate and strengthen referral linkages with State AIDS Control societies and imple-

menting partners like targeted interventions TI NGOs/drop in centre/community care cen-

tres and network of HIV Positive persons.

(ix) Ensure record keeping and reporting to SACS as per prescribed format.

(x)   Commit resource (Manpower, material and money) for HIV/AIDS/STI in budgets/or CSR

component for sustainability to his endeavor.

And the NACO commits itself to:

(i)  Share Nationally approved treatment protocols, guidelines and standards pertaining to

STI/HIV/AIDS

(ii)  Providing technical support and build capacity of ports health personnel to facilitate

integration of HIVIAIDS in the Health Services.

(iii)  Providing training to major port health personnel (Doctors, nurses, laboratory techni-

cians on syndromic case management of ST1 , which could be direct training or training of

trainers as per the number of personnel.

(iv)  Providing training to major port health personnel ( Doctors, nurses, laboratory techni-

cians on integrated counseling and testing services for HIV, which could be direct training or

training of trainers as per the number of personnel. Provide technical support for imple-

mentation of IEC and awareness activities around major ports with support of ports au-

thorities

(v)  Sharing reporting formats and monitoring mechanisms

(vi)    NACO/SACS will coordinate and provide necessary technical support to Ministry of

Shipping /major ports to integrate STI/HIV/AIDS services.

Mineral Production During

December 2012 (Provisional)
The index of mineral production of mining and quarrying sector in December 2012 was

higher by 7.9% compared to that of the preceding month. The mineral sector has shown a

negative growth of 4.0% during December 2012 as compared to that of the corresponding

month of previous year.

The total value of mineral production (excluding atomic & minor minerals) in the country

during December 2012 was Rs. 18195 crore. The contribution of coal was the highest at Rs.

6254 crore (34%). Next in the order of importance were: petroleum (crude) Rs. 5854 crore,

iron ore Rs. 2331 crore, natural gas (utilized) Rs. 2076 crore, lignite Rs. 416 crore and lime-

stone Rs. 346 crore. These six minerals together contributed about 95% of the total value of

mineral production in December 2012.

Production level of important minerals in December 2012 were: coal 535 lakh tonnes, lig-

nite 38 lakh tonnes, natural gas (utilized) 3244 million cu. m., petroleum (crude) 32 lakh

tonnes, bauxite 1042 thousand tonnes, chromite 202 thousand tonnes, copper conc. 11 thou-

sand tonnes, gold 150 kg., iron ore 99 lakh tonnes, lead conc. 16 thousand tonnes, manga-

nese ore 195 thousand tonnes, zinc conc. 139 thousand tonnes, apatite & phosphorite 167

thousand tonnes, dolomite 428 thousand tonnes, limestone 224 lakh tonnes, magnesite 19
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thousand tonnes and diamond 2367 carat.

In December 2012 the output of magnesite increased by 16.9%, lignite 16.9%, coal 15.8%,

chromite 15.2%, diamond 14.9%, bauxite 11.9%, manganese ore 8.3%, gold 7.9%, iron ore

5.8%, copper conc. 3.7%, zinc conc. 3.2%, petroleum (crude) 3.2% and natural gas (utilized)

2.6 percent. However the production of limestone decreased by 0.3%, lead conc. 5.4%, do-

lomite 6.2% and apatite & phosphorite 28.5 percent.

India and France Sign M.O.U.

to Strengthen Cooperation in

Railway Sector
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed on here on 14.2.2013 between the

Ministry of Railways, Government of India and the Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer

Français (SNCF), the French National Railways, for Technical cooperation in the field of Rail-

ways. The MoU was signed by Shri Vinay Mittal, Chairman, Railway Board, from Indian side

and Mr G.Pepy, Chairman and CEO SNCF from the French side. The MoU was signed in the

presence of H.E. Francois Hollande, the President of France.

Four areas of cooperation have been identified in the MoU. These are:

1. High speed and semi-high speed rail;

2. Station renovation and operations;

3. Modernisation of current operations and infrastructure;

4. Suburban trains.

Under the High Speed Cooperation Programme, the Parties have decided to carry out jointly

an ‘operations and development’ feasibility project on the Mumbai-Ahmedabad High-Speed

Rail. This project will be funded by SNCF with a support from the French Ministry of Fi-

nance.

The MoU is valid for a period of 5 years and is extendable by 1 year with mutual consent.

Specific cooperation projects would be undertaken under the MoU as agreed by both the

parties.

The French delegation led by SNCF Chairman Mr G. Pepy is visiting Central Railway and

Western Railway installations in Mumbai today i.e. 15.2.2013 and holding meetings with

the Railway officials.

First Meeting of India-UAE

High Level Task Force on

investments held in Abu Dhabi
The inaugural meeting of the India-UAE High Level Task Force on Investments was held

today at the Emirates Palace Hotel in Abu Dhabi. More than 50 government and private

sector representatives from India and the UAE were present.

The high-level taskforce, co-chaired by the Union Minister for Commerce, Industry & Tex-

tiles Shri Anand Sharma and HH Sheikh Hamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Chairman of the Abu

Dhabi Crown Prince Court, was established in April 2012 as a platform to address mutual

issues associated with existing investments between the two countries and to promote and

facilitate investments between the two countries.

India and UAE are significant trading partners and bilateral trade between the two coun-

tries is expected to reach new record levels in years to come.

The meeting of the India-UAE High Level Task Force on Investments included a wide-rang-

ing discussion on priority sectors of engagement for channeling investments in the two

countries, areas of shared interest including the agreement in principle to put in place an

Bilateral Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement (BIPA) and expedite its conclu-

sion, as well as assistance and support of Governments of both countries for expediting the

resolution of issues associated with existing investments and opportunities for new cross-

border investments across a range of sectors.

In order to progress these efforts, it was decided that working groups will be created to

strengthen and develop bilateral relations in the investment fields and an agreement was

reached between the two countries on the format and structure of future discussions, in-

cluding the allocation of USD 2 billion for investments in infrastructure projects in India and

support the establishment of a strategic oil reserve in India.

“Today we have laid the groundwork for what I am confident will be a fruitful series of

discussions around issues of significant interest and importance to both the UAE and India,”

said HH Sheikh Hamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan.

Shri Sharma underlined India’s status as a major destination for foreign investments and

the opportunities that exist for UAE, especially in infrastructure areas such as roads and

highways, power and utilities, civil aviation, ports, urban infrastructure etc. and participa-

tion through the Infrastructure Debt Funds. He also highlighted India’s desire to participate

in the cooperation in the oil and gas sector of UAE.

The next meeting of the India-UAE High Level Task Force on Investments will be held on a

mutually agreed date and location.

Government to set up a

Subcommittee of Experts to

work towards a Draft National

Conservation Policy
Government has decided to constitute a subcommittee of experts to work towards a draft

National Conservation Policy. Chairing the meeting of the National Empowered Committee

(NEC) of the National Mission of Manuscripts (NMM) here, Minister of Culture Smt.

Chandresh Kumari Katoch lauded the performance and work of the NMM. She said there is

a need to provide training to people in the preservation and conservation of documents

and manuscripts of historical and archival value. She said both the National Archives of

India and National Manuscript Mission may work in close coordination to attract talent

towards manuscripts conservation work.

The 13-member NEC is the highest policy making body of the NMM.

The Minister assured the members of the committee to consider the proposal of the ex-

perts to review the status of the NMM at an appropriate time.

Russia should Induct Brahmos

in its Armed Forces: Antony
The Defence Minister Shri A K Antony today said Russia should induct BrahMos supersonic

cruise missile in their fleet so that the success achieved in the joint venture will be fully

appreciated. Addressing the ‘Partnership Day’ marking the 15th anniversary of the signing

of Inter Governmental Agreement (IGA) between India and Russia for the formation of

BrahMos joint venture in New Delhi, he said, soon, the Indian Air Force will have BrahMos

both, on land and air platform, making it a real force multiplier for all the wings of the

Indian Armed Forces. Army, Navy and Air Force consider BrahMos to be an important weapon

due to its speed, precision and power, he said. The Government has also decided to expand

the infrastructure at multiple centres to cater to larger production requirement of BrahMos

missiles and systems.

Shri Antony said the cooperation between the scientists and scientific expertise of DRDO

and NPOM and many other organisations from India and Russia has proved that there is a

way to do things faster and take the lead in the world. The partnership has blossomed and

yielded results, which have not been achieved by any other country. He admitted that the

role of DRDO, NPOM and the quality assurance agencies in grooming this industry to achieve

high technology levels and a superior quality product has indeed resulted in customers’

delight, that is, our Defence Forces. The Minister remarked that this process has resulted in

a new trend of thinking, in terms of a collaboration and joint venture, as India too could

share its technology and products with others.

On this occasion, the CEO and MD of BrahMos Aerospace Dr. A Sivathanu Pillai in his wel-

come address gave a brief account of the growth and evolution of this joint venture. The

Chief of Air Staff, Air Chief Marshal NAK Browne in his address said that the modified Su-30

Mk-I aircraft will soon be equipped with BrahMos missile. Dr. AG Leonov, Director General

NPOM, Russian Federation, Dr. VK Saraswat, Scientific Advisor to Defence Minister also spoke

on the occasion. Defence Minister also presented awards/trophies to some top scientists

and technologists associated with this joint venture.

International Conference on

inclusive Urban Planning

Concludes
The Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation (M/MoHUPA), Government of India

has organized a two day International conference on “Inclusive Urban Planning” on 18-19th

February 2013 at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi.

The International Workshop on “Inclusive Urban Planning” was inaugurated by Kumari Selja,

Hon’ble Minister for Social Justice & Empowerment, Government of India. In her inaugural

address, Hon’ble Minister highlighted the social and cultural dimensions of exclusionary

outcome of traditional planning processes and spoke of the need to integrate the

marginalized in the spatial planning processes, giving particular emphasis to the aged and

the disabled. She hoped that deliberations would come up with solutions both at policy and

programme levels. In his introductory remarks Mr. Arun Kumar Mishra, Secretary, MoHUPA

statistics which highlighting impact of non inclusive planningon disparity in Income, Space,

Opportunities, Food, Health and education, all of which demand appropriate policy fixes. In

this context he highlighted the several game changer initiatives & reforms carried out by

MoHUPA such as JNNURM, Affordable Housing for the Urban Poor, Rajiv Awas Yojana, Na-

tional Urban Livelihoods Mission, reservation of land/FAR for EWS&LWG, according prop-

erty rights to slum dwellers, earmarking funds for basic services to urban poor which aid

the cities to be more responsive and cater to the needs of urban poor in particular. Ms.

Emma Spicer, Dy.Head, DFID India complimented MoHUPA for organizing the conference

and highlighted the commitment of DFID for improving the lives of urban poor and provid-

ing support to such initiatives.

The opening session reflected at India’s current urban planning models, of planning visions,

strategies and tools, and at the institutional form of planning institutions in Indian cities.

The discussion led to understanding structures and processes of planning, as they exist in

India today, as also the exclusionary impact of these structures and processes. there by

suggesing changes in planning policy, tools and strategies, and institutional forms that would

make planning more inclusive. The session was chaired by Mr.K.C.Sivaramakrishnan, Cen-

ter for Policy Research . The speakers include Mr. K.T.Ravindran, Former Dean, SPA, Prof.

Dinesh Mehta, CEPT, Prof.Anna Rubbo, Earth Institute and Prof.Gitam Tiwari, IIT, Delhi

The second session focused on inclusionary planning models practiced in cities outside In-

dia, and reflected at processes and outcomes linked to the choice of planning model adopted

from societies and nations in transition, including from South Africa, Brazil, China and East

Asian countries. The deliberations deepened the understanding of providing a canvas of

options for Indian policy makers. The session was chaired by Mr. Arun Maira, Member, Plan-

ning Commission and the speakers include Prof. Jeroen Klink, Professor, Federal University

of ABC, Brazil, Prof. Susan Parnell, Professor, African Center for Cities, University of Cape

Town, South Africa, Ms. Giovanna Beltrao, Human Settlement and Community Develop-

ment Expert, Canada, Mr. Earl Kessler, Shelter and Urban Programs Expert, USA, Prof. David

Dowall and University of California, Berkeley and Mr. Peter Ellis, World Bank representing

diverse international experience and perspectives from large cities, and

The third session reflected on ‘governance’ of urban planning, looking at laws, institutions

and regulatory rules that govern the urban planning process. The session also discussed

legal, institutional and regulatory challenges for inclusive planning, the implications on ur-

ban poverty. The session also deliberated on changes which are technically and politically

feasible in the legal, institutional and regulatory framework for further inclusiveness. The

session was chaired by Dr. Isher Judge Ahluwalia, Chairperson, ICRIER and the speakers

include Mr. Geoffrey Payne, Housing and Urban Development Expert, Mr. V. P. Baligar, CMD,

HUDCO, Dr. Jonathan Beard, Finance and Economics Expert, ICF-GHK, Hong Kong and Prof.

Darshini Mahadevia, CEPT

The fourth session critically examined the different plans and policies that evolved through

Government schemes and programmes in India. It identified gaps and disconnects between

policies, plans and urban investments and urban issues. . as well as the institutional chal-

lenges that perpetuate these gaps and disconnections. The session was chaired by Prof. S R

Hashim, former member, Planning Commission, and the speakers include – Prof. Kunal Sen,

Professor, University of Manchester, Mr. John Gladki, Land Use and Policy Planning Expert,

Canada, Mr. Keiichi Tamaki, Urban Development Specialist, ADB, and Mr. Narayanan Edadan,

Municipal Finance Expert.

During the valedictory session, Mr.Ajay Maken, Hon’ble Minister for Housing & Urban Pov-

erty Alleviation (MoHUPA) thanked Prof OP Mathur for having drafted a very meaningful

and succinct Declaration and also stated that Ministry would endevour to integrate these

principles in the reform agenda and schemes of his Ministry. He also highlighted the fact

that slum dwellers are excluded from many of the necessities of an urban life, including

political voice, secure and good-quality housing, education, affordable health services, trans-

portation and most importantly and accessibility to credit. He highlighted the various initia-

tives of MoHUPA, such as JnNURM, Affordable Housing in partnerships, Rajiv Awas Yojana,

National Urban Livelihoods Mission which aim at reaching out to the urban poor in more

participatory and inclusive manner.

He said that conference has deliberated upon anddrawn lessons on many aspects of urban

planning identifying the need for more participatory and inclusive approaches and prac-

tices and proposed solutions for various challenges. He hoped that during this conference

the planners, policy professionals, bureaucrats technocrats and other stakeholders have

imbibed key lessons, perspectives and policy designs that would work towards making our

cities more inclusive. Prof.OP.Mathur, NIUA, summed up the two day conference proceed-

ings and way forward Marking the occasion, with the conclusions drawn and affirmation of

commitment to a set of guiding principles, a “Delhi Declaration on Inclusive Urban Plan-

ning” was adopted by the Conference.

The two day International Conference was well attended by national and international level

experts on urban planning & poverty alleviation, officials from Central and state govern-

ment, Municipal Commissioners, international donor agencies and representatives from

academic, training and research institutions.

Defence Minister Reviews the

Progress on Coastal Security
The Defence Minister Shri A K Antony reviewed the progress on various steps taken to en-

hance the Coastal Security of the country here today. He acknowledged the action taken for

installation of 46 Coastal Static Radars (36 in Mainland and 10 in Island territories) which

would help in identification and monitoring of maritime traffic. Shri Antony asked the offic-

ers to expedite on Phase-II of Coastal Security Initiatives which would translate into a ro-

bust and gap free Maritime Domain Awareness.

He stated that a seamless and integrated approach by all the stakeholders- various union

Ministries, Coastal State Governments and Coastal communities is essential for a fool proof

Coastal security. The Minister emphasized that fishermen in the Coastal States are the eyes

and ears for overall Coastal security and they should be made an integral part of all our

security planning.

Shri Antony called for urgent and immediate action possible from all stakeholders in mat-

ters of coastal security and wanted all concerned to work in a coordinated manner so as to

ensure a seamless and robust coastal security mechanism.

The Defence Minister was appreciative of the conjoined exercises undertaken by Coast Guard

and directed that the next such conjoined exercise should be with the states of Maharashtra

and Gujarat. The meeting was attended by the Chief of Naval Staff Admiral DK Joshi, De-

fence Secretary Shri Shashi Kant Sharma and other senior officials from Ministry of De-

fence, Indian Navy and Coast Guard.

Ayush Scholarship Schemes

for Foreign Students
Government of India through the Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR)has been of-

fering scholarships to foreign students to pursue Ayurveda Unani, Siddha and Homoeopathy

coursesin India since 2005. The resurgence of AYUSH at international levelhas resulted in

growing demand from foreign students to study in Indian Institutions. Keeping this in view,

the Department of AYUSH had proposed to support foreign nationals under its international

fellowship programme for undertaking AYUSH courses at premier institutions in India.Initially,

the total number of scholarships for AYUSH courses was 30.Later on, another 20 scholar-

ships were added under the International Cooperation Scheme. TheDepartment also intro-

duced 20 scholarships to students of Malaysia.

Scholarships are provided for the following courses:

(a)   Under Graduate courses

(1)   Bachelor of Ayurvedic Medicine and Surgery (BAMS):  5 ½ year degree course including

one year mandatory clinical training

(2)   Bachelor of Siddha Medicine and Surgery (BSMS): 5 ½ year degree course including one

year mandatory clinical training

(3)   Bachelor of Unani Medicine and Surgery (BUMS): 5 ½ year degree course including one

year mandatory clinical training

(4)   Bachelor of Homoeopathic Medicines and Surgery (BAMS): 5 ½ year degree course

including one year mandatory clinical training

 (b)   Post Graduate Courses

(1)   M.D. Ayurveda: 3 year course. Eligibility: BAMS degree recognized by CCIM.

(2)   MD Siddha: 3 year course. Eligibility: BSMS degree recognized by CCIM.

(3)   MD Unani: 3 year course. Eligibility: BUMS degree recognized by CCIM.

(4)   MD Homoeopathy: 3 year course.Eligibility: BHMS degree recognized by CCH.

(c)    Ph.D. Courses

(1)   Ph.D in Ayurveda: 3 years course. Eligibility: MD (Ayurveda) degree recognized by CCIM.

Procedure for application

ICCR sends the offer letter for scholarships to Indian Missions abroad. Offer of scholarships

are advertised by the Indian Missions in countries where the scholarships are offered. Ap-

plication forms for scholarships are available with the Indian missions. Interested students

are required to submit six complete sets of applications forms at the Missions.

Ministry of Youth Affairs and

Sports Urges Member IOC to

take up Exclusion of wrestling

from Olympic Core Sports

with IOC Executive Board

Urgently
Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports has urged the Member representing India in the IOC to

take up the matter of excluding wrestling from the 25 core sports for the 2020 Summer

Olympic Games urgently with IOC Executive Board and other forums and impress IOC upon

the need to reconsider its decision and retain wrestling in the category of core sports in

Olympic Games. In a letter to Member, International Olympic Committee Shri Randhir Singh,

the Secretary Sports Shri Pradeep Kumar Deb has said that the Government of India be-

lieves that the decision to exclude the sport of wrestling from the 25 core sports needs to be

reconsidered.

The letter says wrestling, which combines freestyle (Men & Women) and Greco-roman

events, goes back to the inaugural modern Olympics in Athens in 1896 and has always been

a core sport from the first Olympics. It was also a part of the ancient Olympics in Greece. It

says this ancient sport has helped Indian grapplers make a mark and bring India on the

global sporting map. India has won four medals at the Olympic Games in wrestling. Wres-

tling is a popular sport not only in India but also in many other countries such as United

States, Russia, Iran, Uzbekistan, Mangolia, Japan, China, etc. The letter says the exclusion of

the discipline from the Olympics is against tradition which is so much a part of Olympics. It

will also deeply affect the sustenance of the game in the future.

All-India Consumer Price

Index For Agricultural and

Rural Labourers on Base

1986-87=100 –January 2013
The All-India Consumer Price Index Numbers for Agricultural Labourers and Rural Labourers

(Base: 1986-87=100) for January, 2013 increased by 6 points each   to stand at 694 (Six

hundred and ninety four) points for Agricultural Labourers and 695 (Six hundred and  ninety

five) points for Rural Labourers.

The rise/fall in index varied from State to State. In case of Agricultural Labourers, it recorded

an increase which varied between 2 to 12 points in 17 States and a decrease between 1 to 9

points in 3 States. Haryana with 765 points topped the index table whereas Himachal Pradesh

with the index level of 554 points stood at the bottom.

In case of Rural Labourers, it recorded an increase between 2 to 11 points in 17 States and a

decrease between 2 to 8 points in 3 States. Haryana with 759 points topped the index table

whereas Himachal Pradesh with the index level of 578 points stood at the bottom.

Karnataka and Rajasthan States registered the maximum increase of 12 points each for Ag-

ricultural Labourers and Rajasthan State registered the maximum increase of 11  points in

respect of Rural Labourers mainly due to increase in the prices of wheat/atta, jowar, bajra,

maize, ragi, moong dal, gingealy oil, meat goat, milk,  mixed spices, onion, firewood, anacin

and bus fare.  On the other hand, Maharashtra State  registered the maximum decline of 9

points and 8 points respectively for  CPI-AL and CPI-RL due to more supply of rice in fair

price shops and decline in the prices of  wheat, pulses, fish fresh, chilles dry, sugar and gur.

Point to point rate of inflation based on the CPI-AL and CPI-RL increased from 11.33% and
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11.31% in December, 2012 to 12.30% and 12.28% in January, 2013.  Inflation based on food

index of CPI-AL and CPI-RL are 12.98% and 12.94% respectively during January, 2013.

Biometric Money Dispensing

Machines
The banks install ATMs as per their assessed need and Business Plan. Banks also install

ATMs with Biometric Authentication after assessing the specific needs and requirement,

particularly in areas where the customers might have difficulty in using PIN based authenti-

cation. Installation of ATMs is part of the business activity of the banks and no funds are

earmarked by the Government to be provided to banks for this purpose.

Merger of Bharat Heavy Plate

& Vessels Limited with Bharat

Heavy Electricals Limited
The Union Cabinet today gave its approval for merger of Bharat Heavy Plate & Vessels Ltd.

(BHPV) Vishakhapatnam with Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL), New Delhi. The merger

will facilitate BHPV to become a unit of BHEL. BHPV would be able to participate in tenders,

obtain orders and attract best vendors for procuring materials / capital goods.

Bharat Heavy Plate & Vessels Ltd. (BHPV) is an engineering / heavy fabrication company

established in 1966 in Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh. Due to various factors, there were

heavy losses and the company was declared sick by the Board for Industrial and Financial

Reconstruction (BIFR) in October, 2005.

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) took over BHPV as its 100 percent subsidiary in

2008. However, the company`s performance was not upto the mark, as it remained a sepa-

rate company and it could not derive full benefits of synergy with BHEL.

Extension in the tenure of the

National Commission for Safai

Karamcharis (NCSK) up to

31st March 2016
The Union Cabinet today gave its approval to extend the tenure of the National Commis-

sion for Safai Karamcharis (NCSK) for a further period of three years beyond 1.4.2013 that is

up to 31.3.2016, with the existing terms. The continuation of the Commission for three

more years will help in fulfilling the desired objectives of the welfare and development of

the target group as there is a continued need to monitor the various interventions and ini-

tiatives of the Government for the welfare of Safai Karamcharis in general, and to address

the problem of manual scavenging, in particular.

An amount of Rs. 11.50 crore would be required for meeting the expenditure for the exten-

sion of the tenure of the Commission.

A statutory National Commission for Safai Karamcharis (NCSK) was constituted for the first

time in August, 1994, according to provisions under Section 3 of the National Commission

for Safai Karamcharis Act, 1993. This Commission continued till February, 2004, when the

relevant Act expired. Thereafter, the tenure of the Commission has been extended from

time to time, as a non-statutory body, the last such extension being upto 31.3.2013. The

Commission functions among other things for the upliftment of safai karamcharis, evalua-

tion of the implementation of measures taken for the welfare of safai karamcharis, making

of suitable recommendations to the Central Government in this regard, and to investigate

grievances relating to implementation of schemes, laws etc. for the purpose.

Though the Government has taken steps for upliftment of Safai Karamcharis, the depriva-

tion suffered by them in socio-economic and educational terms is still quite far from being

eliminated. Further, eradication of the practice of manual scavenging is an area of the high-

est priority for the Government. The Scheme of Rehabilitation of Manual Scavengers (SRMS)

is being revised to rehabilitate the remaining manual scavengers and their dependents in

alternative occupations. An independent agency is needed to monitor (i) rehabilitation work

as reported by State Governments, and (ii) whether the beneficiaries provided loan and

subsidy for alternative occupations have successfully taken up their new occupation on a

sustainable basis.

Controlling Soil Erosion

through Watershed

Development Programmes
With a view to conserve top soil and prevent soil erosion and land degradation. Ministry of

Agriculture is implementing various watershed development programmes, namely National

Watershed Development Project for Rainfed Areas, Soil Conservation in Catchments of River

Valley Project and Flood Prone River and Reclamation and Development of Alkali & Acid

Soils across the country. Ministry of Rural Development is also implementing a major Inte-

grated Watershed Management Programme for restoring ecological balance by harness-

ing, conserving and developing degraded lands in the country. Parts of such developed de-

graded lands have been put to cultivation, leading to net sown area remaining largely un-

changed in last two decades.

As per available estimates of Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR-2010), out of

total geographical area of 328.73 million hectare, about 120.40 million hectare are affected

by various kind of land degradation across the country. Soil formation and its erosion are a

natural phenomena occurring simultaneously. Such soil erosion leads to land degradation

in upper reaches of the river system, whereas when deposited at various locations of river

systems, it may increase the soil fertility.

This information was given in Rajya Sabha today by Minister of State for Agriculture and

Food Processing Industries, Shri Tariq Anwar in a written reply.

Use of Bio-Pesticides being

Promoted
The Government is promoting the use of bio-pesticides and these are registered/provision-

ally registered on simplified guidelines. Provisional certificates of bio pesticides registrants

are given extension of validity period for manufacturing, sale and usages liberally.

The Registration Committee [on pesticides] registers safe and effective pesticides for use in

the country after thoroughly evaluating exhaustive data and information submitted by the

applicant on scientific basis. Science is a dynamic subject; concepts keep on changing. As

and when, Government gets some negative feedback pertaining to any pesticide, it is re-

evaluated even after registration. Many pesticides have been banned for manufacture, im-

port and use. Some pesticides have been restricted for their use and some have been with-

drawn for their uses. Eighteen pesticides were refused registration. Besides, pesticides are

reviewed by highly technical Groups/Committees from time to time and are then allowed

to be continued in the country with or without restriction.

Pesticides are inherently toxic in nature. However, they are allowed to be used in such quan-

tities, where the leftover residue does not pose any harm to human beings. These quanti-

ties are prescribed by Registration Committee, constituted u/s. 5 of the Insecticides Act,

1968 and are mentioned on label and leaflets, which form the part of Certificate of Registra-

tion. Before registration, comprehensive data is obtained from the Registrants of pesticides

with respect to toxicity issues, bio-efficacy, chemistry and packaging. If pesticides are used

as per directions mentioned on label and leaflets, they do not pose any harm to human

beings. Only their misuse or overuse can be harmful to human beings.

New Drug Policy
The government has notified the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Policy, 2012 (NPPP-2012)

where it has also been proposed to regulate and control the prices of National List of Essen-

tial Medicines- 2011.

The salient features of National Pharmaceutical Pricing Policy, 2012 (NPPP- 2012) are as

under:

• The regulation of prices of drugs is on the basis of essentiality of drugs as under National

List of Essential Medicines – 2011.

• The regulation of prices of drugs is on the basis of regulating the prices of formulations

only.

• The regulation of prices of drugs is on the basis of fixing the ceiling price of formulations

through Market Based Pricing (MBP).

The provisions under National Pharmaceuticals Pricing Policy- 2012 (NPPP- 2012), are to

put in place a regulatory framework for pricing of essential drugs as per the strength and

dosages as specified in National List of Essential Medicines- 2011 which satisfy the priority

healthcare needs to majority of the population.

NCL Among 50 Most Caring

Companies
Northern Coalfields Ltd, a Mini Ratna company and subsidiary of Maha Ratna Company

Coal India Ltd, has bagged the award of “50 Most Caring Companies of India” in the World

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) congress 2013 held in Mumbai on February 18, 2013

on world’s CSR Day.

NCL’s Director (Personnel) Ms Shanti Lata Sahoo received the award on behalf of the com-

pany consisting of a trophy and a citation. The award was conferred on NCL for its good

corporate citizenship and company’s endeavors to promote partnership between the Busi-

ness and Social Welfare Sectors.

The World CSR Congress brings over 130 countries under one roof to unite the best and

celebrate leadership in building a better society and making better world. The theme of

Congress was “Possible to Do Well by Doing Good”.

Concept of Financial Super

Market Started by A PSB
State Bank of Bikaner & Jaipur (SBBJ), a Public Sector Bank introduced Financial Super Mar-

ket concept in Jaipur on 08.08.2012. SBBJ Financial Super market branch at Jaipur primarily

sell and service products of its Channel partners like SBI Life, Mutual Fund, SBI General and

SBI Card, both across the counters and through electronic means. The Channel partners

have stationed their specialists at this Branch. SBBJ`s Financial Supermarket branch at Jaipur

not only serves the walk-in customers but also provides online and direct support to all

Bank Branches and customers across India. The Branch caters to the logistics and other

requirements of all the branches of the Bank and acts as a one point contact of its Channel

Partners. Response from the public to the initiative has been satisfactory.

Study on Radiation From

Mobile Towers and Cell

Phones
Bio-initiative 2012 report has summarized about 1800 new studies under twenty four tech-

nical chapters. Overall, these new studies reported abnormal gene transcription; genotoxicity

and single and double strand DNA damage; stress proteins because of the fractal RF-an-

tenna like nature of DNA; chromatin condensation and loss of DNA repair capacity in hu-

man stem cells; reduction in free radical scavengers – particularly melatonin; neurotoxicity

in humans and animals; carcinogenicity in humans; serious impacts on human and animal

sperm morphology and function; effects on the fetus, neonate and offspring; effects on

brain and cranial bone development in the offspring of animals that are exposed to cell

phone radiation during pregnancy; and findings in autism spectrum disorders consistent

with Electromagnetic Fields (EMF) / Radio Frequency Radiation (RFR) exposure.

However, Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), on critical examination of the Bio-

initiative 2012 Report, has observed that the report is not based on multi disciplinary weight

– of evidence method leads to a scientifically sound judgment & objective and there is no

balanced reflection of the current state of scientific knowledge.  However, the evidence

given in the report cannot be ignored and hence, need further investigation in this area.

In respect of Base Transmitting Station (BTS), norms for exposure limit for the Radio Fre-

quency Field (Base Station Emissions) has been reduced to 1/10th of the limits prescribed

by International Commission on Non Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) with effect from

01.09.2012.

Strict monitoring and enforcement of revised radiation norms has been initiated by DoT. In

83 cases, where the Base Station Emissions were found to be more than the prescribed

norms, corrective actions have been taken immediately.

In respect of Mobile Handsets, the following directions have been issued by Department of

Telecommunications (DoT) regarding Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) values:

(i)  SAR level for mobile handsets is limited to 1.6 Watt/Kg, average over a mass of 1 gram of

human tissue.

(ii) All the new design of mobile handsets shall comply with the SAR value of 1.6 Watt/Kg

averaged over a mass of 1 gram tissue with effect from 1st September, 2012. However, the

mobile handsets with existing designs, which are compliant with 2.0 Watt/Kg averaged over

a mass of 10 gram tissue, may continue to co-exist upto 31st August 2013.

(iii)  From 1st September 2013, only the mobile handsets with revised SAR value of 1.6

Watt/Kg are permitted to be manufactured or imported in India for domestic market.

With the above measures, India now has one of the most stringent EMF exposure norms in

the world.

Further, Department of Science & Technology (DST) has constituted a committee on

01.10.2012, under the Chairmanship of Dr. N.K. Ganguly, Former Director General (ICMR),

having representative from IIT Chennai, Indian Institute of Toxicology Research, Lucknow,

Department of Telecommunications, Ministry of Environment & Forest, ICMR and DST to

examine the harmful effects from Cell towers on the population living in the vicinity and for

developing the frame of reference for calling out request for proposals for scientific assess-

ment of health hazards and adverse impact on ecology.

Apart from above, a Complaint Handling System for Electro Magnetic Field (EMF) Radiation

from Mobile Towers has been launched by DoT on 4th October 2012 in Mumbai. Initially,

this facility has been started for the residents of Mumbai. The online complaint facility is

available on DoT website www.dot.gov.in through a link “Public Grievance – EMF Radia-

tion”.

e-Governance of Panchayats
The Ministry of Panchayati Raj has been reviewing the implementation of the E-Panchayat

Mission Mode Project (MMP) in the review meetings which are held from time to time to

monitor the progress of the Project. In the recent past, such national review meeting of all

States and UTs was held on 11-12 September, 2012. The last round of national review meet-

ings was held at New Delhi for four days i.e. 18-Feb 2013 to 21-Feb 2013 with different

groups of States/UTs. The Project is also being reviewed by the NeGP Apex Committee

headed by the Cabinet Secretary, Government of India and the last meeting of the Commit-

tee was held on 11-Jan, 2013.

Two important Applications under e-Panchayat Mission Mode Project (MMP) that foster

transparency and accountability in Panchayati Raj Institutions are PRIASoft (web based

Panchayat accounting software) and PlanPlus (web based participatory planning software).

During 2011-2012, more than 1 lakh Panchayats made online voucher entries. Details can

be accessed at http://accountingonline.gov.in. PlanPlus facilitates adoption of decentral-

ized, participative planning by the Panchayats. Over 47,000 Panchayats put their approved

Annual Action Plans online for 2011-12. These can be accessed at http://

planningonline.gov.in.

Ministry of Panchayati Raj is implementing the e-Panchayat Mission Mode Project (MMP)

that addresses all core aspects of Panchayats’ functioning viz. Planning, Monitoring, Imple-

mentation, Budgeting, Accounting, Social Audit, etc. Under e-Panchayat MMP, 11 Core Com-

mon Software Applications (reduced from 12 due to merger of two Applications) are envis-

aged which collectively constitute the Panchayat Enterprise Suite (PES). Four of these Appli-

cations namely PRIASoft, PlanPlus, National Panchayat Portal and National Panchayat Di-

rectory (now renamed Local Governance Directory) have been adopted by the States since

two years. Six more Applications namely Area Profiler, ServicePlus, Asset Directory,

ActionSoft, Social Audit and Trainings Management were launched on 24th April, 2012 on

the occasion of National Panchayat Day and the States are imparting trainings on these

Applications during this year before their adoption. An amount of Rs 130.39 Crores was

earmarked for the Project. The details of funds released so far are as under:-

(i) Amount released to NICSI/NIC for conducting field studies, development of Panchayat

Enterprise Suite (PES) Applications and conducting trainings in the States.

Rs. 46.36 Crores

(ii) Amount released to States as incentive grant for adoption of PES applications

Rs. 3.2 Crores

(iii) Amount released to the States for setting up Programme Management Units (PMUs) at

State and District levels. State/UT-wise allocation is at Annex.

Rs. 38.5 Crores

During 2012-13, an amount of Rs. 34.3 Crores is proposed to be released to the States for

setting up Programme Management Units (PMUs) at State and District levels.

For effective implementation of the Project, workshops/trainings are organised to demon-

strate the applications to the State Govt. functionaries. Ministry of Panchayati Raj is also

providing trained faculty to provide trainings on all applications. Consultants were provided

to 25 States to initiate the rollout of the project upto June, 2012. States/UTs have been

given financial assistance for setting up of Programme Management Units (PMUs) at State

and District levels for adoption of PES applications. Furthermore, States are also incentivized

to adopt the PES applications through the annual e-Panchayat Puraskars.

Bio-Medical Waste
As per the annual report submitted by SPCBs/PCCs/Directorate General of Armed Forces

Medical Services (DGAFMS) for the year 2010, some of the Health Care Facilities (HCFs)/

Common Bio-Medical Waste Treatment Facilities (CBWTFs) are reported to be violating the

provisions of the Bio-Medical Waste (Management &Handling) Rules, 1998 notified under

the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.

As far as three central government hospitals namely Dr. RML Hospital, Safdarjung Hospital

and LHMC under the Directorate General of Health Services are concerned, they are dispos-

ing Bio-medical waste as per the BMW rules.

Health being a state subject, it is the responsibility of the concerned State Government to

take necessary steps to monitor the disposal of biomedical wastes through the State Pollu-

tion Control Boards (SPCBs)/Pollution Control Committees (PCCs) in the Union Territories,

as per the provisions made under the Bio-medical waste (Management & Handling) Rules

in 1998, as amended in the years 2000 & 2003. The State Pollution Control Boards (SPCBs)/

Pollution Control Committees (PCCs) are the prescribed authorities to grant authorization

for the BMW Management. They are empowered to ensure the compliance of provisions of

these Rules.

As per the Bio-Medical Waste (BMW) (Management & Handling) Rules, 1998, every occu-

pier of an institution generating BMW has to ensure that such waste is handled without any

adverse effect to human health and environment. The Bio-Medical Waste is required to be

segregated according to the colour code for containers/bags prescribed in Schedule-II of

the BMW Rules. Further, it is the responsibility of the occupier to treat and dispose of bio-

medical waste in accordance with treatment and disposal options mentioned in Schedule-I

of the aforesaid Rules.

The State Pollution Control Boards (SPCBs) and Pollution Control Committees (PCCs) in the

Union Territories are the designated Prescribed Authorities for ensuring implementation of

the Bio-medical Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998, notified under the Envi-

ronment (Protection) Act, 1986. The Government of India have delegated necessary pow-

ers vested in it under Section 5 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 to all the SPCBs

and PCCs in UTs, to issue directions to any industry or any other authority for violation of

standards and Rules, inter-alia, relating to Bio-medical Waste (Management and Handling)

Rules, 1998. The SPCBs/PCCs are required to closely monitor the implementation of the

Rules by the Health Care Establishments (HCEs) and take necessary legal actions against the

establishments which violate these Rules.

An inter-ministerial Committee of Senior Officers at the Central level has been constituted

comprising representatives from the Ministry of Environment & Forests, Ministry of Health

& Family Welfare, Ministry of Urban Development and the Central Pollution Control Board

(CPCB) to review the implementation of Bio-Medical Waste (Management and Handling)

Rules in the country.

Red Ribbon Express For Aids

Awareness
The Red Ribbon Express Phase III was launched on 12.1.2012 on a year- long journey which

culminated on 12.1.2013.

Red Ribbon Express Phase III has covered 23 states and 162 halt stations. Total population

covered during the year long run of phase III was about 1.14 crore.

The objectives of Red Ribbon Express with primary focus on the rural areas are:

i.   Disseminating information regarding primary prevention and services;

ii.   Developing an understanding about the infection to reduce stigma & discrimination

against People Living with HIV/AIDS;

iii. Strengthening people’s knowledge about the measures to be taken to prevent HIV/AIDS;

and

 iv.  Adopting preventive health habits and lifestyle.

In both Phase I and II the objectives were met.

In Phase I, 62 lakh people were reached through exhibition and outreach activities to make

them aware of HIV prevention and services. More than 1 lakh people underwent voluntary

counselling on board the train, and 68,000 district level resource persons were trained on

board for further dissemination among communities on HIV prevention, services and Stigma

& discrimination.

In Phase II, above 80 lakh people were reached through exhibition and outreach activities

to spread awareness on HIV prevention and services. Total 57,157 people were given coun-

selling on HIV/AIDS, out of which 36,019 people had undergone voluntary testing for HIV,

and 81,398 district level resource persons were trained on board for further dissemination
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NATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON

E-GOVERNANCE

AT JAIPUR
The Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances, Government of

India, in association with the Department of Electronics & Information Technology,

Government of India and the Department of Information Technology & Communica-

tion, Government of Rajasthan, is organizing 16th National Conference on e-Gover-

nance on 11-12 February, 2013 in Jaipur. Senior Officers from the Government, indus-

try, academicians, technical experts and NGOs will participate in the Event.

Chief Minister of Rajasthan, Shri Ashok Gehlot will inaugurate the Conference on 11th

February, 2013. Other dignitaries who will be present on the occasion include, Minis-

ter of State in the Prime Minister Office and Personnel, Shri V. Narayanasamy; Minis-

ter of State in the Ministry of Communication and IT, Dr.(Smt.) Kruparani Killi, Secre-

tary, Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances, Government of

India, Shri Sanjay Kothari and Chief Secretary, Rajasthan Shri C.K. Mathew.

During the Conference, the National Awards on e-Governance for the year 2012-13

will be presented. These awards are given in seven different categories concerning

various aspects of e-Governance. The Awards distinguish some of the best Govern-

ment to Government (G2G), Government of Citizen (G2C), Government to Business

(G2B) initiatives by various government departments and public sector units. The

Conference along with the Exhibition is a forum to showcase best practices, innova-

tive technologies and ICT solutions.

The objective of these awards is to recognize and promote excellence in implementa-

tion of e-Governance initiatives. These awards recognize achievements in the area of

e-Governance; disseminate knowledge on effective methods of designing and imple-

menting sustainable e-Governance initiatives; encourage horizontal transfer of suc-

cessful e-Governance solutions; promote and exchange experiences in solving prob-

lems, mitigating risks, resolving issues and planning for success.

The Conference will be based on the theme, "Towards an Open Government" with

the sub themes, (i) Leveraging Social Inclusion; (ii) E-Governance Infrastructure- sta-

tus and Challenges; and (iii) Social sector Programs. The Conference will explore how

use of ICT has transformed governance from the perspective of the beneficiaries of

the services. It is an attempt at a reality check to ascertain the outcome of the ser-

vices rendered and whether it has achieved the intended objectives of transparent,

effective, responsive and accountable system of governance.

A list of initiatives to be awarded this year in various categories is given below. State-

wise awards are as follows: Assam-01, Karnataka-01, Gujrat-04, Jharkhand-01, Andhra

Pradesh -02, Odisha- 02, Rajasthan-01, Madhya Predesh-02., Jammu & Kashmir -01,

Bihar-01, and Govt. of India 01.
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On February 18, 2013, the Court of Arbitration

constituted under the Indus Waters Treaty 1960

rendered a Partial Award.

“The award of the Court of Arbitration at the

Hague today reaffirms the validity of India’s po-

sition regarding the Kishenganga Hydro-elec-

tric project (KHEP) by allowing diversion of wa-

ter from the KHEP as envisaged by India.  It high-

lights once again that India is adhering to all

the provisions of the Indus Waters Treaty.”

External Affairs Minister Salman Khurshidon

Tuesday hailed the verdict of an International

Court of Arbitration at the Hague on the

Kishanganga hydroelectric project.

“You should congratulate us as we had put in lot

of efforts. We have achieved success and you

should congratulate the country for this. Our big-

gest problem has been solved,” he said.

Meanwhile, Ministry of External Affairs (MEA)

official spokesperson Syed Akbaruddin also ech-

oed similar sentiments on the issue, and said that

the verdict has validated India’s position.

“The announcement of the award of court of

arbitration at The Hague is a reaffirmation of the

validity of India’s position regarding the

Kishanganga hydroelectric project. It allows di-

version of water for the Kishanganga project as

envisaged by India,” said Akbaruddin.

“It highlights once again that India is adhering

to all the provisions of the Indus Water Treaty.

Now of course the details of the award are be-

ing studied and we will take it from there fur-

ther,” he added.

Union Water Resources Minister Harish Rawat on

his part said the court has maintained India’s

position.

“We are happy that finally, of course, it is a in-

terim award, it is not the final award, but court

has maintained our position that we have not

violated anything and they have maintained that

India has a right to construct a certain structure

there and to divert the water to another tribu-

tary and we are studying the details of the judge-

ment,” he said.

An International Court of Arbitration at the

Hague has ruled in favour of India on the

Kishanganga hydroelectric project and upheld

India’s right to divert water from the hydroelec-

tric project to Kashmir.

Pakistan had objected the hydroelectric project

on grounds that it violated the provisions of the

Indus Waters Treaty of 1965. Pakistan had moved

for arbitration in May 2010, claiming India was

trying to divert the Jhelum River and the project

would rob it of 15 percent of its share of river

waters.

India had claimed the Indus Waters Treaty gave

it the right to transfer waters between the

Jhelum’s tributaries to generate hydropower.

Pakistan has been objecting to the construction

of the hydroelectric project on the Kishanganga

River in Kashmir, which is called Neelum upon

entering Pakistan. In November 2009, Pakistan

had proposed the establishment of a Court of

Arbitration and the appointment of a neutral

expert to resolve the Kishanganga dam dispute.

Indus Waters Treaty, inked between India and

Pakistan, provides appointment of a neutral ex-

pert by the World Bank as a last option to re-

solve water related issues between the two coun-

tries.

The Kishanganga plant, in Bandipora district of

north Kashmir, is part of a run-of-the-river hy-

droelectric scheme that is designed to divert

water from the Kishanganga River to a power

plant in the Jhelum river basin.

PCA PRESS RELEASE

INDUS WATERS KISHENGANGA ARBITRATION

(PAKISTAN V. INDIA)

Court of Arbitration Issues Partial Award in First

Arbitration under the Indus Waters Treaty 1960

THE HAGUE, February 19, 2013.

The Court of Arbitration constituted in the mat-

ter of the Indus Waters Kishenganga Arbitration

(Pakistan v. India) has rendered a Partial Award

in respect of the dispute between Pakistan and

India under the Indus Waters Treaty concerning

(1) the legality of the construction and opera-

tion of an Indian hydro-electric project located

in India-administered Jammu and Kashmir; and

(2) the permissibility under the Treaty of the

depletion of the reservoirs of certain Indian hy-

dro-electric plants below “Dead Storage Level.”1

In its Partial Award, which is final with respect

to the matters decided therein, without appeal

and binding on the Parties, the Court of Arbitra-

tion unanimously decided:

1. that the Kishenganga Hydro-Electric Project

(KHEP) constitutes a Run-of-River Plant

under the Treaty, and India may accordingly di-

vert water from the Kishenganga/Neelum

River for power generation by the KHEP in the

manner envisaged.

However, when operating the KHEP, India is un-

der an obligation to maintain a minimum flow

of water in the Kishenganga/Neelum River, at a

rate to be determined by the Court in a Final

Award.

2. Except in the case of an unforeseen emer-

gency, the Treaty does not permit India’s reduc-

tion below “Dead Storage Level” of the water

level in the reservoirs of Run-of-River Plants lo-

cated on the rivers allocated to Pakistan under

the Treaty. This ruling does not apply to Plants

already in operation or under construction

(whose designs have been communicated by In-

dia and not objected to by Pakistan)

The Court expects to be able to render its Final

Award determining the minimum flow of water

India would be required to release in the

Kishenganga/Neelum River by the end of 2013.

The Indus Waters Treaty is an international agree-

ment signed by India and Pakistan in 1960 that

regulates the use by the two States of the wa-

ters of the Indus system of rivers. Pakistan insti-

tuted arbitral proceedings against India in 2010,

requesting that a court of arbitration determine
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the permissibility under the Treaty of a hydro-

electric project (the Kishenganga Hydro-Electric

Project, or KHEP) currently under construction

by India on the Kishenganga/Neelum River, a

tributary of the Jhelum River. The KHEP is de-

signed to generate power by diverting water

from a dam site on the Kishenganga/Neelum

(within the Gurez valley, an area of higher el-

evation) to the Bonar Nallah, another tributary

of the Jhelum (lower in elevation and closely lo-

cated to Wular Lake) through a system of tun-

nels, with the water powering turbines having a

capacity of 330 megawatts.

NOTE : 1 As defined in the Treaty, “dead stor-

age” is “that portion of storage which is not used

for operational purposes.”

Pakistan challenges, in particular, the permissi-

bility of the planned diversion by the KHEP of

the waters of the Kishenganga/Neelum into the

Bonar Nallah, arguing that this inter-tributary

transfer will adversely affect the operation of a

hydro-electric project—the Neelum-Jhelum Hy-

dro-Electric Project or NJHEP—being built by

Pakistan on the Kishenganga/Neelum down-

stream of the KHEP (the “First Dispute”). The

transfer of water contemplated by India may be

represented graphically as in the attached dia-

gram (Annex A). Pakistan has also requested that

the Court determine whether the Treaty permits

India to deplete or bring the reservoir level of

“run-of-river” hydro-electric plants below a level

identified as “Dead Storage Level” in the Treaty

(the “Second Dispute”). Pakistan submits that

that such reservoir depletion would give India

impermissibly broad control over the flow of the

river waters allocated to Pakistan under the

Treaty. For its part, India had stated its intent to

use such reservoir depletion to flush sediment

out of the KHEP’s reservoir. India maintains that

both the design and planned mode of operation

of the KHEP are fully in conformity with the

Treaty.

In its analysis, the Court emphasized at the out-

set that its Partial Award, just as the Indus Wa-

ters Treaty itself, does not have any bearing on

any territorial claims or rights of the Parties over

Jammu and Kashmir. The Court’s findings per-

tain solely to the Parties’ rights and obligations

with respect to the use of the waters of the Indus

system of rivers, including with respect to the

use of the waters of those portions of the rivers

that flow through disputed territory.

THE FIRST DISPUTE

1. The Permissibility of Inter-Tributary Transfers

under the Treaty 

In the First Dispute, the Court was called upon

to determine whether India is permitted under

the Treaty to deliver the waters of the

Kishenganga/Neelum River into the Bonar Nallah

in the course of the operation of the KHEP.

As an initial matter, the Court observed that the

Treaty expressly permits the transfer of water by

India from one tributary of the Jhelum to an-

other for the purpose of generating hydro-elec-

tric power, subject to certain conditions. The

Court first found that this right is not circum-

scribed by the Treaty’s restriction of Indian uses

on the Western Rivers (which include the

Kishenganga/Neelum as a tributary of the

Jhelum) to the drainage basin of those rivers. This

restriction relates to where water may be used,

and is not violated by the use outside of the

drainage basin of electricity generated from the

water. The Court then examined the Treaty pro-

vision requiring the Parties to maintain the natu-

ral channels of the rivers and its effect on inter-

tributary transfers. The Court found that this

obligation involves maintaining the river chan-

nels’ physical capacity to carry water, and does

not require maintaining the timing or volume of

the flow in the river. Accordingly, this obligation

does not limit India’s right to transfer water for

the purpose of generating hydro-electricity.

Having established that India’s right to inter-

tributary transfer is not prohibited by other pro-

visions of the Treaty, the Court considered

whether the KHEP meets the express conditions

on such transfer.

The Court noted that for transfer to be permis-

sible, the KHEP must (1) be a “Run-of-River

Plant”; (2) be located on a tributary of the

Jhelum; and (3) conform to Paragraph 15 (iii) of

the Treaty Annexure governing hydro-electric

power generation. The Court observed that a

“Run-of-River Plant” is a term of art defined by

the Treaty and that the KHEP is a Run-of-River

Plant within that definition. The Court further

decided that on the facts of the case the KHEP

should be regarded as located on the

Kishenganga/Neelum notwithstanding that the

KHEP’s power house is situated at a distance of

23 kilometres from that river. The Court also

found that, by releasing water into the Bonar

Nallah after it has passed through the power

house, the KHEP complies with the requirement

that the “water released below the Plant” be

delivered “into another Tributary.” Finally, the

Court found that the KHEP’s inter-tributary trans-

fer is “necessary,” as required by the Treaty, for

the generation of hydroelectric power, as power

can be generated on the scale contemplated by

India in this location only by using the 665 metre

difference in elevation between the dam site on

the Kishenganga/Neelum and the place where

the water is released into the Bonar Nallah.

2 The Interpretation of the Treaty with Respect

to “then existing Agricultural Use or hydro-elec-

tric use by Pakistan”

In addition to the requirements described above,

the Court recognized that Paragraph 15(iii) re-

quires that “then existing Agricultural Use or hy-

dro-electric use by Pakistan” on the downstream

reaches of the Kishenganga/Neelum not be ad-

versely affected by the KHEP’s inter-tributary

transfer. Pakistan argued that “then existing”

uses are to be determined on an ongoing basis,

whenever water is transferred from one tribu-

tary to another. India, in contrast, argued that

such uses must be determined at a fixed point

during the design of its hydro-electric project.

In seeking to establish when a “then existing”

agricultural or hydro-electric use is to be deter-

mined, the Court was guided in the interpreta-

tion of the Treaty by Article 31(1) of the Vienna

Convention on the Law of Treaties: “[a] treaty

shall be interpreted in good faith and in accor-

dance with the ordinary meaning to be given to

the terms of the treaty in their context and in

light of its object and purpose.”

The Court first examined the text of Paragraph

15(iii), noting the provision’s focus on the op-

eration of hydro-electric plants and the implica-

tion that the determination of “then existing”

uses should take place on an ongoing basis

throughout the operational life of a plant. The

Court then considered the context of Paragraph

15(iii) and noted that the provision falls within a

continuum of design, construction and opera-

tion. The Court observed that the provisions of

the Treaty must be interpreted in a mutually re-

inforcing fashion, as it would make little sense

for the Treaty to permit a plant to be designed

and built in a certain manner, but then to pro-

hibit the operation of that plant in the very man-

ner for which it was designed. Finally, the Court

examined the object and purpose of the Treaty

and found that the Treaty both gives Pakistan

priority in the use of the waters of the Western

Rivers (including the Kishenganga/Neelum) and

India a right to generate hydro-electric power

on the Western Rivers.

Turning to the application of the Treaty to the

KHEP, the Court first considered the implications

of the approaches advocated by the Parties. The

Court observed that under the “ambulatory”

approach advocated by Pakistan, a project’s de-

sign could be cleared for construction as being

consistent with the design specifications of the

Treaty, but then be prevented from operating by

new uses by Pakistan.

In the Court’s view, the uncertainty created by

this approach, and the potential for wastage,

would have a chilling effect on the undertaking

of any hydro-electric projects by India on the

Western Rivers. With respect to the approach

advocated by India, under which Pakistan’s uses

would be determined at the moment that India

communicates a “firm intention” to proceed with

a project, the Court observed that identifying a

critical date will often be difficult, but that it may

be possible to identify a “critical period” in which

design, tenders, financing, public consultations,

environmental assessments, governmental ap-

provals and construction come together to indi-

cate a firm intention to proceed with a project.

Nevertheless, the Court noted that a solely “criti-

cal period” approach could result in a “race” in

which each Party would seek to create uses that

would freeze out future uses by the other, an

outcome the Court rejected.

Having considered the approaches advocated by

the Parties, the Court concluded that neither the

ambulatory nor the critical period approach were

fully satisfactory and that the proper interpreta-

tion of the Treaty combines elements of both.

The Court considered that it must first establish

for each of the KHEP and the NJHEP the critical

period in which the Parties not only planned the

projects, but took concrete steps toward their

realization. Reviewing the evidence provided by

the Parties, the Court concluded that the KHEP

reached this period in 2004–2006. In contrast,

the Court found that Pakistan demonstrated a

comparable commitment to the NJHEP in 2007

and 2008. Given this timing, the Court decided

that India’s right to divert the waters of the

Kishenganga/Neelum by the KHEP is protected

by the Treaty.

However, the Court also decided that India’s right

to divert the Kishenganga/Neelum is not abso-

lute—it is subject to the constraints specified in

the Treaty and, in addition, by the relevant prin-

ciples of customary international law. Paragraph

15(iii) gives rise to India’s right to construct and

operate hydro-electric projects involving inter-

tributary transfers, but also obliges India to op-

erate those projects in such a way as to avoid

adversely affecting Pakistan’s then existing agri-

cultural and hydro-electric uses. Both Parties’

entitlements under the Treaty must be made

effective so far as possible. The Court therefore

found that Pakistan retains the right to receive a

minimum flow of water from India in the

Kishenganga/Neelum riverbed at all times. The

Court noted that this right also stems from cus-

tomary international environmental law, and

that it considered that the Treaty must be ap-

plied in light of contemporary international en-

vironmental law principles.

In this context, the Court recalled the commit-

ment made by India’s Agent in the course of the

hearing that India would ensure a minimum en-

vironmental flow downstream of the KHEP at all

times.

3. The Court’s Request for Further Data

Having concluded that the Treaty requires the

preservation of a minimum flow of water down-

stream of the KHEP, the Court determined that

the data provided by the Parties are insufficient

to allow it to decide the precise amount of flow

to be preserved.

The Court therefore deferred its determination

of the appropriate minimum flow to a Final

Award, and requested the Parties to provide ad-

ditional data concerning the impacts of a range

of minimum flows at the KHEP dam on, (for In-

dia), (a) power generation at the KHEP; and (b)

environmental concerns from the dam site at

Gurez to the Line of Control; and, (for Pakistan),

(a) power generation at the NJHEP; (b) agricul-

tural uses of water downstream of the Line of

Control to Nauseri; and (c) environmental con-

cerns at and downstream of the Line of Control

to Nauseri.

THE SECOND DISPUTE

1. The Admissibility of the Dispute over the

Depletion of Reservoirs below “Dead Storage

Level”

Insofar as India had raised two objections to the

admissibility of the Second Dispute, the Court

considered, first, whether Pakistan had followed

the Treaty procedure for the submission of dis-

putes to the Court; and second, whether the

Second Dispute, given its subject-matter, could

properly be heard by the Court. With respect to

the first question, the Court observed that the

Treaty provides for disagreements between the

Parties to be resolved either by a seven-mem-

ber court of arbitration or by a single, highly-

qualified engineer, acting as a neutral expert. The

Court concluded that the neutral expert process

is given priority only if one or the other Party

has in fact requested the appointment of a neu-

tral expert. In the present case, neither Party

made such a request and the Court was there-

fore not precluded from hearing the Second Dis-

pute. With respect to the second question, the

Court found that although the Treaty specifies

the technical matters that may be referred to a

neutral expert, it does not give the neutral ex-

pert exclusive competence over these listed

matters. Once constituted, a court of arbitration

is empowered to consider any question arising

out of the Treaty, including technical questions.

Having rejected both objections, the Court found

that the Second Dispute is admissible.

2. The Permissibility of the Depletion of Reser-

voirs for Drawdown Flushing

In approaching the merits of the second dispute,

the Court observed that the question of reser-

voir depletion is linked in the Parties’ disagree-

ment with the permissibility of controlling sedi-

ment through the procedure of drawing down

the reservoir and flushing accumulated sediment

downstream. The Court briefly reviewed the pro-

cess of sedimentation in the reservoirs of hydro-

electric plants and the various techniques avail-

able for sediment control, including drawdown

flushing.

The Court then examined three aspects of the

context of the Treaty with respect to drawdown

flushing. First, the Court observed that one of

the primary objectives of the Treaty was to limit

the storage of water by India on the Western

Rivers and that the Treaty includes strict restric-

tions on the volume of storage permitted to In-

dia. The Court noted that in contrast, the vol-

ume of Dead Storage is not controlled, suggest-

ing that such storage was not intended to be

subject to manipulation. Second, the Court noted

that the Treaty includes design restrictions on

the low-level outlets that would be required to

deplete a reservoir and that these restrictions

make sense only if depletion is also restricted.

Third, the Court recalled that the Treaty drafters

intended for India to have the right to generate

hydro-electric power on the Western Rivers, and

noted that this right must be given effect by al-

lowing India’s hydro-electric development to be

sustainable.

Reading the provisions of the Treaty in light of

these contextual aspects, the Court concluded

that the Treaty prohibits depletion below Dead

Storage Level of the reservoirs of Run-of River

Plants (and, correspondingly, drawdown flush-

ing) through reference to a provision of the

Treaty Annexure dedicated to storage works,

which states that “the Dead Storage shall not be

depleted except in an unforeseen emergency.”

The Court also noted that the Treaty includes

restrictions on the permissible variation in the

volume of flow in a river above and below a hy-

dro-electric plant, and that these restrictions may

also be incompatible with drawdown flushing in

certain reservoirs and in certain flow conditions.

To complete its analysis, the Court examined

whether the sustainable generation of hydro-

electric power on the Western Rivers is possible

without drawdown flushing. After reviewing the

technical documentation submitted by the Par-

ties and the testimony of the experts presented

by them, the Court observed that drawdown

flushing is only one means of sediment control

and concluded that hydroelectricity may be gen-

erated without flushing.

Finally, insofar as certain hydro-electric plants are

under construction or have been completed by

India, the Court stated that its decision on the

Second Dispute may not be so interpreted as to

cast doubt retrospectively on any Run-of-River

Plants already in operation on the Western Riv-

ers, nor as to affect retrospectively any such Plant

already under construction the design of which

(having already been duly communicated by In-

dia under the relevant provisions of the Treaty)

has not been objected to by Pakistan as provided

for in the Treaty.

The seven-member Court of Arbitration is

chaired by Judge Stephen M. Schwebel (United

States), former President of the International

Court of Justice. The other members of the Court

are Sir Franklin Berman KCMG QC (United King-

dom), Professor Howard S. Wheater FREng

(United Kingdom), Professor Lucius Caflisch

(Switzerland), Professor Jan Paulsson (Sweden),

Judge Bruno Simma (Germany), and H.E. Judge

Peter Tomka (Slovakia). The Permanent Court of

Arbitration in The Hague acts as Secretariat to

the Court of Arbitration.

In June 2011, the Court of Arbitration conducted

a site visit to the Neelum/Jhelum and

Kishenganga hydro-electric projects and sur-

rounding areas located on the Kishenganga/

Neelum river. In February 2012, a delegation of

the Court conducted a second site visit to the

Neelum river valley. The Parties have also sub-

mitted written pleadings. From August 20 to 31,

2012, the Court of Arbitration conducted a two-

week hearing on the merits of the dispute be-

tween the Parties.

On September 23, 2011, the Court of Arbitra-

tion issued an Order on Interim Measures.
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among communities on HIV prevention, services and Stigma & discrimination.

The total expenditure incurred on Red Ribbon Express Phase III is about Rs.18 crore.

Rehabililtaion of Rape Victims
The scheme of `Restorative Justice to Victim of Rape’ as a component of Umbrella Scheme

for Protection and Empowerment of Women has been formulated by Ministry of Women

and Child Development for implementation during the remaining years of the 12th Plan.

The Scheme envisages financial assistance of Rs. 1.20 lakhs and provision of support ser-

vices such as shelter, counselling, medical aid, legal assistance, education and vocational

training to rape victim depending upon her need.

Ammendment of Immoral

Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956
The Government proposes to amend the Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956. For this

purpose, the Ministry of Women and Child Development constituted an Inter-Ministerial

Group (IMG) under the chairmanship of Additional Secretary, M/O WCD and consisting of

representatives from the Ministry of Home Affairs, Ministry of Law and Justice, Delhi Police,

National Commission for Women (NCW), National Mission for Empowerment of Women

(NMEW) and three Delhi based Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) to suggest on the

required amendments in the Act.

The IMG discussed the various provisions of ITPA and recommendations made by various

organizations and submitted a report to the Ministry. Based on the suggestions given by the

IMG, the Ministry of Women and Child Development has prepared a cabinet note propos-

ing amendments to the ITPA 1956 with a view to making the provisions unambiguous, con-

temporary, enforceable and appropriately stringent, and compatible with the UN Conven-

tions and Protocols.

The Government is already taking a number of measures to combat trafficking for commer-

cial sexual exploitation and preventing re-victimization of child victims in the country. The

Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956 supplemented by the Indian Penal Code prohibits

trafficking in human beings, including children, for the purpose of prostitution and lays down

procedures. The Ministry of Women and Child Development is implementing “Ujjawala”

Scheme wherein financial assistance is provided for prevention of trafficking and for res-

cue, rehabilitation and reintegration of victims of commercial sexual exploitation. Also,

Swadhar Shelter Homes provide care and protection to women in difficult circumstances

including trafficked victims. In these institutions, services are provided in victim friendly

manner. This Ministry implements the centrally sponsored Integrated Child Protection

Scheme (ICPS) since 2009-10 for providing a safe and secure environment for overall devel-

opment of children who are in need of care and protection, and children in conflict with

law. The various components of the scheme also include rescue and rehabilitation of chil-

dren in difficult circumstances, which includes trafficked and sexually exploited children.

Further, the Ministry has issued various guidelines and manuals for law enforcement agen-

cies on rescue protocols, social workers for psychosocial interventions, judicial handbooks

etc. to prevent re-victimization of child victims. In addition, the Ministry of Women and

Child Development continuously conducts advocacy, awareness generation, and sensitiza-

tion programmes for prevention of trafficking of women and children.

Restructured and

Strengthened ICDS
In order to address various programmatic, management and institutional gaps and to meet

administrative and operational challenges that had crept the ICDS over the years, Govern-

ment approved the proposal for Strengthening and Restructuring of ICDS Scheme with an

over-all budget allocation of Rs. 1,23,580 crore  during 12th Five Year Plan.  The Administra-

tive Approvals in this regard have since been issued to the States/UTs.

The key features of Strengthened and Restructured ICDS inter-alia include addressing the

gaps and challenges with

(a) special focus on children under 3 years and pregnant and lactating mothers;

(b) strengthening and repackaging of services including , care and nutrition counseling ser-

vices and care of severely underweight children;

(c) a provision for an additional Anganwadi Worker cum Nutrition Counselor for focus on

children under 3 years of age and to improve the family contact, care and nutrition counsel-

ing for P&L Mothers in the selected 200 high-burden districts across the country, besides

having provision of link worker, 5% Anganwadi cum crèche centre;

(d) focus on Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE);

(e) forging strong institutional and programmatic convergence particularly, at the district,

block and village levels;

(f) introduction of Annual Programme Implementation Plan (APIP);

(g) improving Supplementary Nutrition Programme including cost revision;

(h)  provision for construction and improvement of buildings of Anganwadi centres;

(i) allocating adequate financial resources for other components including Monitoring and

Management and Information System (MIS) Training and use of Information and communi-

cation technology (ICT);

(j) to put ICDS in a mission mode etc., and

(k) revision of some financial norms etc.

Commission for Protection of

Child Rights
As of now 17 States have set up the State Commission for Protection of Child Rights (SCPCR).

The States which have set up the State Commissions are (i) Assam (ii) Bihar (iii) Chhattisgarh

(iv) Delhi (v) Goa (vi) Haryana (vii) Jharkhand (viii) Karnataka (ix) Madhya Pradesh (x)

Maharashtra (xi) Odisha (xii) Punjab (xiii) Rajasthan (xiv) Sikkim (xv) Uttrakhand (xvi) Tamil

Nadu and (xvii) West Bengal.

Section 17 of the Commissions for Protection of Child Rights (CPCR) Act, 2005 provides for

setting up of State Commissions for Protection of Child Rights. The States /Union Territories

have been urged from time to time in writing and during discussions with them at the Con-

ferences of State Ministers/ State Secretaries to set-up the SCPCR. Recently, the States/

Union Territories have been reminded on 19th November, 2012 to set up SCPCR in their

State/Union Territory.

Committee on Minor Forest

Produce
A Committee under the Chairmanship of Dr. T. Haque was constituted by the Government

in 2010 to suggest appropriate measures on Ownership, Price Fixation, Value Addition and

Marketing of Minor Forest Produce. The Committee submitted its Report in May 2011.  The

major recommendations made by the Committee are:

·     Amendment in State Laws and Indian Forest Act, 1927 should be done to clearly reflect

the ownership of minor forest produce by the Gram Sabha.

·       Strategic government intervention would be necessary in the short and medium term

in the form of minimum support price (MSP) for at least 14 main MFPs, namely tamarind,

mahuwa flower, mahuwa seed, tendu leaf, bamboo, sal seed, myrobalan, chironji, lac, gum

karaya, honey and seeds of karaja, neem and puwad.

·      The minimum support price should be fixed at the national level by a specially consti-

tuted Central Price Fixation Commission, comprising one chairperson who will be an expert

in the field of tribal and rural development and three other members having experience in

the relevant field.

·       TRIFED can work as a technical support unit of the Central Price Fixation Commission

and assist the Commission by providing relevant information.

·      It will be obligatory for the State Government to ensure payment of MSP through its

agencies. All administrative and operational costs of agencies defending the MSP shall be

borne by the Government, as envisaged under first proviso to Article 275(1) of the Constitu-

tion or any other provision.

·      All agencies that undertake MSP operations have to be accountable to the Gram Sabha.

In order to ensure transparency and accountability, the activities of the agencies as well as

local accounts have to be placed in the Gram Sabha for social audit.

·      The Commission would develop appropriate methods for calculation of MSP for se-

lected MFPs. Under no circumstances, the gatherers of MFP should be paid less than the

existing minimum wages under the MGNREGA or minimum wages in agriculture sector,

whichever is higher.

·      The MSP operation in the tribal areas should be seen as an anti-poverty measure. Losses

incurred in the process of procurement of MFPs at minimum support prices and their dis-

posal shall be borne by the Government, as envisaged under first proviso to Article 275(1)

of the Constitution or any other provision.

·      Market information system will be needed for proper planning of the procurement,

value addition and marketing of MFP by the stake-holders. Therefore, it is necessary to

develop advanced information and communication technology based schemes.

·      In order to improve the bargaining power of the MFP gatherers, to enable them to get

market-based better prices in the long run and also to ensure sustainable management of

MFPs, it would be necessary to organize the gatherers in self-help groups or co-operatives

or producer companies. The government should support such collectives through relevant

government and non-government agencies.

·      Promotion of MFP based value addition activities in a participatory manner should be

accorded priority.

·      To ensure sustainable regeneration, marketing and value addition, detailed information

about the MFPs is needed and a systematic data base on these MFPs should be generated.

·      Regeneration of MFP be made an integral part of the Forest Working Plans to ensure

maximum participation from the community in all regeneration activities.

The Government has examined the recommendations of the Committee and has decided

to work on a separate Scheme for minimum support price.

Egg artist wins £15,000 art

prize
Artist Ruth Stage, who uses the ancient painting technique egg tempera, has won a £15,000

UK art prize. Her work The Isabella Plantation won the 2013 Lynn Painter-Stainers prize,

which rewards figurative and representational painting.

Egg Tempera, which uses egg yolk to bind pigments, dates back to Egyptian times but be-

came largely obsolete after oil paints appeared in the Renaissance.

Stage, a graduate of the Royal Academy, also receives a gold medal.

The artist, who was born in Hartlepool, was given her prize at the Mall Galleries in London.

Her unusual choice of paint, which has to be hand-mixed, is applied to gesso boards, giving

her work a distinctive texture; and she is known for her strong sense of pattern and depic-

tions of water.

The generous prize cheque eclipses the normal asking price for her paintings, which are

usually listed for between £1,000 and £5,000.

Other awards went to John Hainsworth, who picked up the £2,500 young artist prize while

runners-up Robert Dukes, Jennifer McRae, Danny Markey, Cherry Pickles and George Rowlett

all received £1,500.

More than 1,000 paintings were submitted for the awards, and an exhibition of selected

works will be held in the Mall Galleries from 19 February - 2 March.

Diamond heist at Brussels

airport nets gang up to £30m

in gems
Belgian police are searching for eight masked gunmen who took less than five minutes to

pull off one of the most spectacular diamond heists in recent years, stealing precious stones

worth about £30m (US$50m) from the hold of a Swiss-bound plane on a Brussels runway.

The biggest diamond theft in recent years took place at Brussels airport just before 8pm on

Monday night, the prosecutor's office said.

The men, who were armed with machine guns and dressed in police uniforms, broke through

a hole they had made in the airport security fence in two vehicles, a Mercedes van and a car,

and they made straight for a Swiss passenger plane operated by Helvetic Airways.

Staff from a high-security van operated by Brinks had just finished unloading the diamonds

that were to be transported on the plane bound for Zurich.

The men flashed machine guns but no shots were fired as they took 120 parcels from the

plane's hold, stacking them in their vehicles. They fled at high speed through the hole in the

security fence. The van believed to have been used in the raid was later found burnt out just

outside Brussels.

Ine Van Wymersch, spokeswoman for the Brussels prosecutor, said: "They were well pre-

pared. There were passengers on the plane but they saw nothing of what was going on."

The prosecutor would not comment on the exact value of the stolen parcels, believed to

contain rough and polished diamonds intended for different handlers in Switzerland.

The Antwerp World Diamond Centre, a trade body for Antwerp diamond businesses, esti-

mated the value at close to £30m. "What we are talking about is obviously a gigantic sum,"

its spokeswoman Caroline De Wolf told the Belgian VRT TV network. "In any case, it's one of

the biggest robberies we've seen," she told Associated Press. Antwerp has been a leading

diamond centre for centuries, with about eight in every 10 rough diamonds and five in

every 10 polished diamonds passing through it.

In 2003, Antwerp was the scene of one of the biggest diamond heists in history, when thieves

took precious stones, jewels and gold from the high-security vaults at its diamond centre.

Police estimated the value of that haul to be £64m.

Monday's heist was a fresh blow to the Antwerp diamond industry.

"This is causing quite some unrest," said De Wolf. "It was incredible how easy it all went.

This is worrying in terms of competitiveness, since other diamond centres are ready to pounce

and take over our position."

The consignment of diamond parcels being delivered by plane was not extraordinary; on

any given day, about US $200m in polished and rough stones go through Antwerp's dia-

mond centre. Air transport is a common means of delivering precious stones and thought

to be the safest.

The Brussels airport heist raised immediate questions of how the security fence could have

been breached so fast.

An airport spokesman, Jan Van Der Crujsse, said the gunmen made a hole in the perimeter

fence. Van Der Crujsse could not explain how the area could be so vulnerable to theft. "We

abide by the most stringent rules," he said.

In 2000, British detectives foiled what was described as potentially "the world's biggest

robbery" when they stopped a gang who used a bulldozer to break into London's Millen-

nium Dome in an attempt to steal £350m worth of diamonds that were on show.

Tunisia crisis talks fail, PM

leaves door open for

compromise
The Tunisian prime minister's plan for a new government of technocrats has failed, but he's

leaving the door open for compromise. Tunisia's Prime Minister Hamadi Jebali says his plan

for a new government of technocrats has failed, but he left the door open for compromise

and did not say he would stand down.

"I say in all clarity that the initiative I presented - that is to say, a government composed of

members not belonging to any political parties - failed to reach a consensus," Jebali said

after talks with party leaders.

"Another form of government" was still a possibility, he added.

The prime minister had vowed to step down if his controversial proposal to form a non-

partisan administration, designed to avert political turmoil in Tunisia but opposed by his

Islamist party Ennahda, was thwarted.

"I will go tomorrow (Tuesday) to the president to discuss the next stages, but I noted progress

during the political discussions in terms of seeking a consensus around another solution,"

Jebali said. He said this new formula should emerge "in the coming days", adding further

delays to the search for a solution to a political crisis triggered by the assassination of a left-

wing politician.

Jebali insisted that despite its failure, his initiative had at least succeeded in "getting every-

one around a table" and in preventing Tunisia "from falling into the unknown".

Rached Ghannouchi, the veteran leader of Jebali's Ennahda party, said the representatives

of some 15 parties had agreed at Monday's meeting on the need for a government with

"political competences" and tasked with holding elections as soon as possible.

Aziz Kirchen, representing President Moncef Marzouki's Congress for the Republic, said an

agreement had been reached for "the formation of a mixed government" of politicians and

technocrats, but without giving details.

Armenia President Serge

Sarkisian wins new term
Armenian President Serge Sarkisian has won a second five-year term in office, according to

official results. With ballots from all precincts now counted, Mr Sarkisian received nearly

59% of the vote. His closest rival, Raffi Hovannisian, took nearly 37%.

Observers have criticised the election for failing to present voters with any real choice, after

several of Mr Sarkisian's most well-known opponents withdrew from the contest.

One of the candidates was shot last month in a suspected assassination attempt.

Paruyr Hayrikyan of the National Self-Determination Union was wounded in the shoulder

outside his home near Yerevan. He was readmitted to hospital earlier this week after saying

he did not feel well.

A fourth candidate, Andrias Ghukasyan, has meanwhile been on hunger strike since the

start of the campaign in an effort to persuade the authorities to annul Mr Sarkisian's candi-

dacy and press international observers to boycott the election.

And a fifth, Arman Melikyan, had said he would not vote on Monday because he believed

the poll would be rigged in favour of the president. Last month, the Parliamentary Assem-

bly of the Council of Europe expressed great concern that "major political parties, which

were strongly expected to present presidential candidates, chose not to do so because of

their lack of trust in the conduct of the election".
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"I voted today for Armenia's future - for the well-being of our citizens and families," Mr

Sarkisian said after voting in the capital, Yerevan.

However, Mr Hovannisian said he had won and called on his rival to recognise his victory.

There were no reports of violence.

Observers from the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe are expected to

give their verdict on Tuesday.

Mr Sarkisian's victory in the last election in 2008 was followed by deadly clashes between

police and opposition supporters, who alleged widespread fraud.

The president's supporters said Monday's vote would show the former Soviet republic was

now politically stable. Last May's parliamentary elections, won by Mr Sarkisian's Republi-

can Party, took place without any major incidents.

The economy has been the major issue in the build-up to the election.

Although the economy grew about 7% in 2012, unemployment stands at 16% and more

than 30% of the population live below the poverty line.

The country has found it difficult to escape from poverty, partly because of a trade blockade

imposed by neighbouring Turkey and Azerbaijan since the 1990s war with Azerbaijan over

Nagorno-Karabakh.

North Korea threatens "final

destruction" of South Korea
North Korea has been criticised for remarks about the "final destruction" of South Korea

made during a UN debate on disarmament. North Korean diplomat Jon Yong Ryong told the

meeting in Geneva that "South Korea's erratic behaviour would only herald its final destruc-

tion".

The comments come after North Korea's third nuclear test on 12 February.

There was immediate criticism of the comments from other nations, including South Korea

and Britain.

Mr Jon said: "As the saying goes, a new-born puppy knows no fear of a tiger. South Korea's

erratic behaviour would only herald its final destruction."

Without specifically referring to the nuclear test, Mr Jon said North Korea had recently taken

a "resolute step for self-defence", which he described as "strong counter-actions to a for-

eign aggressor".

"If the US takes a hostile approach toward the DPRK (North Korea) to the last, rendering the

situation complicated, it (North Korea) will be left with no option but to take the second and

third stronger steps in succession," he added.

Britain's ambassador at the talks, Joanne Adamson, said such language was "completely

inappropriate".

She said the discussion with North Korea was heading in the wrong direction.

South Korean ambassador Kwon Haeryong said that Pyongyang would do better to ensure a

better life for its people, in a country which has suffered intermittent famines in the past

two decades.

"Everybody knows that North Korea is committing enormous resources to developing nuclear

weapons and a missile capability. But it is very regrettable that a chronic food shortage

persists and continually threatens people," Mr Kwon said.

China rejects Philippine UN

mediation effort
China said Tuesday it has rejected the Philippines’ attempt to seek international arbitration

over conflicting claims to territory in the South China Sea.

Foreign Ministry spokesman Hong Lei said that China’s ambassador to Manila, Ma Keqing,

had returned Manila’s formal notification of the move to a Philippine Department of For-

eign Affairs official. Mr Hong said the proposal was historically and legally incorrect and

contained unacceptable accusations against China.

The Philippines informed China last month of its plans to take the countries’ conflicting

claims to a tribunal operating under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the

Sea. It wants the panel to declare Beijing’s moves in the potentially oil-rich waters unlawful.

The Philippines’ foreign affairs department said in a statement Tuesday that China’s rejec-

tion will not interfere with the arbitration process that the Philippines has started.

“The Philippines remains committed to arbitration, which is a friendly, peaceful and du-

rable form of dispute settlement that should be welcomed by all,” the statement said.

Even if a tribunal ruled against China, Beijing could choose to ignore the ruling.

Six governments have overlapping claims in the South China Sea. China claims sovereignty

over virtually all of it.

Chinese paramilitary ships confronted Philippine vessels last year in a monthslong standoff

over a disputed shoal. China has effectively controlled the shoal since June, when Manila

withdrew its ships as a typhoon approached.

There are fears that territorial conflicts in the region, including a dispute between Japan

and China in the East China Sea, could spark Asia’s next armed conflict.

The United States, which says it has a national interest in the peaceful resolution of disputes

in the South China Sea, made clear Tuesday it supports the Philippine attempt to seek inter-

national arbitration.

State Department spokeswoman Victoria Nuland said the US will continue to encourage the

Association of Southeast Asian Nations and China to make progress on a code of conduct.

“We don’t believe that the pursuit of a dispute settlement procedure set forth in the Law of

the Sea Convention should preclude or hinder the code of conduct negotiations. We see

value to both,” she said at a news briefing.

Chinese Army Unit Is Seen as

Tied to Hacking Against U.S.
On the outskirts of Shanghai, in a run-down neighborhood dominated by a 12-story white

office tower, sits a People’s Liberation Army base for China’s growing corps of cyberwarriors.

The building off Datong Road, surrounded by restaurants, massage parlors and a wine im-

porter, is the headquarters of P.L.A. Unit 61398. A growing body of digital forensic evidence

— confirmed by American intelligence officials who say they have tapped into the activity

of the army unit for years — leaves little doubt that an overwhelming percentage of the

attacks on American corporations, organizations and government agencies originate in and

around the white tower.

An unusually detailed 60-page study, to be released Tuesday by Mandiant, an American

computer security firm, tracks for the first time individual members of the most sophisti-

cated of the Chinese hacking groups — known to many of its victims in the United States as

“Comment Crew” or “Shanghai Group” — to the doorstep of the military unit’s headquar-

ters. The firm was not able to place the hackers inside the 12-story building, but makes a

case there is no other plausible explanation for why so many attacks come out of one com-

paratively small area.

“Either they are coming from inside Unit 61398,” said Kevin Mandia, the founder and chief

executive of Mandiant, in an interview last week, “or the people who run the most-con-

trolled, most-monitored Internet networks in the world are clueless about thousands of

people generating attacks from this one neighborhood.”

Other security firms that have tracked “Comment Crew” say they also believe the group is

state-sponsored, and a recent classified National Intelligence Estimate, issued as a consen-

sus document for all 16 of the United States intelligence agencies, makes a strong case that

many of these hacking groups are either run by army officers or are contractors working for

commands like Unit 61398, according to officials with knowledge of its classified content.

Mandiant provided an advance copy of its report to The New York Times, saying it hoped to

“bring visibility to the issues addressed in the report.” Times reporters then tested the con-

clusions with other experts, both inside and outside government, who have examined links

between the hacking groups and the army (Mandiant was hired by The New York Times

Company to investigate a sophisticated Chinese-origin attack on its news operations, but

concluded it was not the work of Comment Crew, but another Chinese group. The firm is

not currently working for the Times Company but it is in discussions about a business rela-

tionship.)

While Comment Crew has drained terabytes of data from companies like Coca-Cola, in-

creasingly its focus is on companies involved in the critical infrastructure of the United States

— its electrical power grid, gas lines and waterworks. According to the security researchers,

one target was a company with remote access to more than 60 percent of oil and gas pipe-

lines in North America. The unit was also among those that attacked the computer security

firm RSA, whose computer codes protect confidential corporate and government databases.

Contacted Monday, officials at the Chinese embassy in Washington again insisted that their

government does not engage in computer hacking, and that such activity is illegal. They

describe China itself as a victim of computer hacking, and point out, accurately, that there

are many hacking groups inside the United States. But in recent years the Chinese attacks

have grown significantly, security researchers say. Mandiant has detected more than 140

Comment Crew intrusions since 2006. American intelligence agencies and private security

firms that track many of the 20 or so other Chinese groups every day say those groups

appear to be contractors with links to the unit.

And the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs said Tuesday that the allegations were ‘‘unpro-

fessional.’’

‘‘Making unfounded accusations based on preliminary results is both irresponsible and un-

professional, and is not helpful for the resolution of the relevant problem,’’ said Hong Lei, a

ministry spokesman. ‘‘China resolutely opposes hacking actions and has established rel-

evant  laws and regulations and taken strict law enforcement measures to defend against

online hacking activities.’’

While the unit’s existence and operations are considered a Chinese state secret, Represen-

tative Mike Rogers of Michigan, the Republican chairman of the House Intelligence Com-

mittee, said in an interview that the Mandiant report was “completely consistent with the

type of activity the Intelligence Committee has been seeing for some time.”

The White House said it was “aware” of the Mandiant report, and Tommy Vietor, the spokes-

man for the National Security Council, said, “We have repeatedly raised our concerns at the

highest levels about cybertheft with senior Chinese officials, including in the military, and

we will continue to do so.”

The United States government is planning to begin a more aggressive defense against Chi-

nese hacking groups, starting on Tuesday. Under a directive signed by President Obama last

week, the government plans to share with American Internet providers information it has

gathered about the unique digital signatures of the largest of the groups, including Com-

ment Crew and others emanating from near where Unit 61398 is based.

But the government warnings will not explicitly link those groups, or the giant computer

servers they use, to the Chinese army. The question of whether to publicly name the unit

and accuse it of widespread theft is the subject of ongoing debate.

“There are huge diplomatic sensitivities here,” said one intelligence official, with frustra-

tion in his voice.

But Obama administration officials say they are planning to tell China’s new leaders in com-

ing weeks that the volume and sophistication of the attacks have become so intense that

they threaten the fundamental relationship between Washington and Beijing.

The United States government also has cyberwarriors. Working with Israel, the United States

has used malicious software called Stuxnet to disrupt Iran’s uranium enrichment program.

But government officials insist they operate under strict, if classified, rules that bar using

offensive weapons for nonmilitary purposes or stealing corporate data.

The United States finds itself in something of an asymmetrical digital war with China. “In

the cold war, we were focused every day on the nuclear command centers around Mos-

cow,” one senior defense official said recently. “Today, it’s fair to say that we worry as much

about the computer servers in Shanghai.”

A Shadowy Unit

Unit 61398 — formally, the 2nd Bureau of the People’s Liberation Army’s General Staff

Department’s 3rd Department — exists almost nowhere in official Chinese military descrip-

tions. Yet intelligence analysts who have studied the group say it is the central element of

Chinese computer espionage. The unit was described in 2011 as the “premier entity target-

ing the United States and Canada, most likely focusing on political, economic, and military-

related intelligence” by the Project 2049 Institute, a nongovernmental organization in Vir-

ginia that studies security and policy issues in Asia.

While the Obama administration has never publicly discussed the Chinese unit’s activities,

a secret State Department cable written the day before Barack Obama was elected presi-

dent in November 2008 described at length American concerns about the group’s attacks

on government sites. (At the time American intelligence agencies called the unit “Byzantine

Candor,” a code word dropped after the cable was published by WikiLeaks.)

The Defense Department and the State Department were particular targets, the cable said,

describing how the group’s intruders send e-mails, called “spearphishing” attacks, that placed

malware on target computers once the recipient clicked on them. From there, they were

inside the systems.

American officials say that a combination of diplomatic concerns and the desire to follow

the unit’s activities have kept the government from going public. But Mandiant’s report is

forcing the issue into public view.

For more than six years, Mandiant tracked the actions of Comment Crew, so named for the

attackers’ penchant for embedding hidden code or comments into Web pages. Based on

the digital crumbs the group left behind — its attackers have been known to use the same

malware, Web domains, Internet protocol addresses, hacking tools and techniques across

attacks — Mandiant followed 141 attacks by the group, which it called “A.P.T. 1” for Ad-

vanced Persistent Threat 1.

“But those are only the ones we could easily identify,” said Mr. Mandia. Other security ex-

perts estimate that the group is responsible for thousands of attacks.

As Mandiant mapped the Internet protocol addresses and other bits of digital evidence, it

all led back to the edges of Pudong district of Shanghai, right around the Unit 61398 head-

quarters. The group’s report, along with 3,000 addresses and other indicators that can be

used to identify the source of attacks, concludes “the totality of the evidence” leads to the

conclusion that “A.P.T. 1 is Unit 61398.”

Mandiant discovered that two sets of I.P. addresses used in the attacks were registered in

the same neighborhood as Unit 61398’s building.

“It’s where more than 90 percent of the attacks we followed come from,” said Mr. Mandia.

The only other possibility, the report concludes with a touch of sarcasm, is that “a secret,

resourced organization full of mainland Chinese speakers with direct access to Shanghai-

based telecommunications infrastructure is engaged in a multiyear enterprise-scale com-

puter espionage campaign right outside of Unit 61398’s gates.”

The most fascinating elements of the Mandiant report follow the keystroke-by-keystroke

actions of several of the hackers who the firm believes work for the P.L.A. Mandiant tracked

their activities from inside the computer systems of American companies they were invad-

ing. The companies had given Mandiant investigators full access to rid them of the Chinese

spies.

One of the most visible hackers it followed is UglyGorilla, who first appeared on a Chinese

military forum in January 2004, asking whether China has a “similar force” to the “cyber

army” being set up by the American military.

By 2007 UglyGorilla was turning out a suite of malware with what the report called a “clearly

identifiable signature.” Another hacker, called “DOTA” by Mandiant, created e-mail accounts

that were used to plant malware. That hacker was tracked frequently using a password that

appeared to be based on his military unit’s designation. DOTA and UglyGorilla both used

the same I.P. addresses linked back to Unit 61398’s neighborhood.

Mandiant discovered several cases in which attackers logged into their Facebook and Twit-

ter accounts to get around China’s firewall that blocks ordinary citizen’s access, making it

easier to track down their real identities.

Mandiant also discovered an internal China Telecom memo discussing the state-owned

telecom company’s decision to install high-speed fiber-optic lines for Unit 61398’s head-

quarters.

China’s defense ministry has denied that it is responsible for initiating attacks. “It is unpro-

fessional and groundless to accuse the Chinese military of launching cyberattacks without

any conclusive evidence,” it said last month, one of the statements that prompted Mandiant

to make public its evidence.

Escalating Attacks

Mandiant believes Unit 61398 conducted sporadic attacks on American corporate and gov-

ernment computer networks; the earliest it found was in 2006. Two years ago the numbers

spiked. Mandiant discovered some of the intrusions were long-running. On average the

group would stay inside a network, stealing data and passwords, for a year; in one case it

had access for four years and 10 months.

Mandiant has watched the group as it has stolen technology blueprints, manufacturing pro-

cesses, clinical trial results, pricing documents, negotiation strategies and other proprietary

information from more than 100 of its clients, mostly in the United States. Mandiant identi-

fied attacks on 20 industries, from military contractors to chemical plants, mining compa-

nies and satellite and telecommunications corporations.

Mandiant’s report does not name the victims, who usually insist on anonymity. A 2009 at-

tack on Coca-Cola coincided with the beverage giant’s failed attempt to acquire the China

Huiyuan Juice Group for $2.4 billion, according to people with knowledge of the results of

the company’s investigation.

As Coca-Cola executives were negotiating what would have been the largest foreign pur-

chase of a Chinese company, Comment Crew was busy rummaging through their comput-

ers in an apparent effort to learn more about Coca-Cola’s negotiation strategy.

The attack on Coca-Cola began, like hundreds before it, with a seemingly innocuous e-mail

to an executive that was, in fact, a spearphishing attack. When the executive clicked on a

malicious link in the e-mail, it gave the attackers a foothold inside Coca-Cola’s network.

From inside, they sent confidential company files through a maze of computers back to

Shanghai, on a weekly basis, unnoticed.

Two years later, Comment Crew was one of at least three Chinese-based groups to mount a

similar attack on RSA, the computer security company owned by EMC, a large technology

company. It is best known for its SecurID token, carried by employees at United States intel-

ligence agencies, military contractors and many major companies. (The New York Times

also uses the firm’s tokens to allow access to its e-mail and production systems remotely.)

RSA has offered to replace SecurID tokens for customers and said it had added new layers of

security to its products.

As in the Coca-Cola case, the attack began with a targeted, cleverly fashioned poisoned e-

mail to an RSA employee. Two months later, hackers breached Lockheed Martin, the nation’s

largest defense contractor, partly by using the information they gleaned from the RSA at-

tack.

Mandiant is not the only private firm tracking Comment Crew. In 2011, Joe Stewart, a Dell

SecureWorks researcher, was analyzing malware used in the RSA attack when he discov-

ered that the attackers had used a hacker tool to mask their true location.

When he reverse-engineered the tool, he found that the vast majority of stolen data had

been transferred to the same range of I.P. addresses that Mandiant later identified in Shanghai.

Dell SecureWorks says it believed Comment Crew includes the same group of attackers

behind Operation Shady RAT, an extensive computer espionage campaign uncovered in 2011

in which more than 70 organizations over a five-year period, including the United Nations,

government agencies in the United States, Canada, South Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam were

targeted.

Infrastructure at Risk

What most worries American investigators is that the latest set of attacks believed coming

from Unit 61398 focus not just on stealing information, but obtaining the ability to manipu-

late American critical infrastructure: the power grids and other utilities.
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Staff at Digital Bond, a small security firm that specializes in those industrial-control com-

puters, said that last June Comment Crew unsuccessfully attacked it. A part-time employee

at Digital Bond received an e-mail that appeared to come from his boss, Dale Peterson. The

e-mail, in perfect English, discussed security weaknesses in critical infrastructure systems,

and asked the employee to click a link to a document for more information. Mr. Peterson

caught the e-mail and shared it with other researchers, who found the link contained a

remote-access tool that would have given the attackers control over the employee’s com-

puter and potentially given them a front-row seat to confidential information about Digital

Bond’s clients, which include a major water project, a power plant and a mining company.

Jaime Blasco, a security researcher at AlienVault, analyzed the computer servers used in the

attack, which led him to other victims, including the Chertoff Group. That firm, headed by

the former secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, Michael Chertoff, has run

simulations of an extensive digital attack on the United States. Other attacks were made on

a contractor for the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, and the National Electrical

Manufacturers Association, a lobbying group that represents companies that make compo-

nents for power grids. Those organizations confirmed they were attacked but have said

they prevented attackers from gaining access to their network.

Mr. Blasco said that, based on the forensics, all the victims had been hit by Comment Crew.

But the most troubling attack to date, security experts say, was a successful invasion of the

Canadian arm of Telvent. The company, now owned by Schneider Electric, designs software

that gives oil and gas pipeline companies and power grid operators remote access to valves,

switches and security systems.

Telvent keeps detailed blueprints on more than half of all the oil and gas pipelines in North

and South America, and has access to their systems. In September, Telvent Canada told

customers that attackers had broken into its systems and taken project files. That access

was immediately cut, so that the intruders could not take command of the systems.

Martin Hanna, a Schneider Electric spokesman, did not return requests for comment, but

security researchers who studied the malware used in the attack, including Mr. Stewart at

Dell SecureWorks and Mr. Blasco at AlienVault, confirmed that the perpetrators were the

Comment Crew.

“This is terrifying because — forget about the country — if someone hired me and told me

they wanted to have the offensive capability to take out as many critical systems as pos-

sible, I would be going after the vendors and do things like what happened to Telvent,“ Mr.

Peterson of Digital Bond said. “It’s the holy grail.”

Mr. Obama alluded to this concern in the State of the Union speech, without mentioning

China or any other nation. “We know foreign countries and companies swipe our corporate

secrets,” he said. “Now our enemies are also seeking the ability to sabotage our power grid,

our financial institutions, our air-traffic control systems. We cannot look back years from

now and wonder why we did nothing.”

Mr. Obama faces a vexing choice: In a sprawling, vital relationship with China, is it worth a

major confrontation between the world’s largest and second largest economy over com-

puter hacking?

A few years ago, administration officials say, the theft of intellectual property was an an-

noyance, resulting in the loss of billions of dollars of revenue. But clearly something has

changed. The mounting evidence of state sponsorship, the increasing boldness of Unit 61398,

and the growing threat to American infrastructure are leading officials to conclude that a

far stronger response is necessary.

“Right now there is no incentive for the Chinese to stop doing this,” said Mr. Rogers, the

House intelligence chairman. “If we don’t create a high price, it’s only going to keep acceler-

ating.”

Singapore, Malaysia to build

rail link
SINGAPORE and Malaysia announced that they will build a high-speed rail link between the

city-state and Kuala Lumpur with a target to complete it around 2020.

"This is a strategic development in bilateral relations that will dramatically improve the

connectivity between Malaysia and Singapore," said a statement issued after a meeting

between Singapore Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong and his Malaysian counterpart Najib

Razak.

"It will usher in a new era of strong growth, prosperity and opportunities for both countries.

It will facilitate seamless travel between Kuala Lumpur and Singapore, enhance business

linkages and bring the peoples of Malaysia and Singapore closer together."

The statement said the two leaders tasked a joint ministerial committee to look into the

details and implementation of the project.

My pride in the British Empire,

says David Cameron in India

as he stops short of an

apology for 1919 massacre at

Amritsar
Mr Cameron is the first sitting PM to visit the Golden Temple at Amritsar. But he stopped

short of a full apology and did not use the word 'sorry'. PM is keen to build new relationship

with India based on trade. David Cameron insisted he retains pride in the British Empire

after visiting the site of what he called its most ‘monstrous’ atrocity.

The Prime Minister echoed the words of Winston Churchill as he paid tribute to the 379

innocent Indians slaughtered in the Amritsar massacre.

Mr Cameron concluded his visit to India yesterday with a trip to the Golden Temple, the

holiest site for Sikhs, and the Jallianwala Bagh gardens – where soldiers under Brigadier

Reginald Dyer fired 1,650 shots into a crowd of 20,000 unarmed protesters in 1919.

Mr Cameron called the killings ‘deeply shameful’ but stopped short of giving an explicit

apology for the massacre. Speaking after his visit, he said: ‘I think there’s an enormous

amount to be proud of in what the British Empire did and was responsible for.

‘But of course there were bad events as well as good ones.

‘The bad events we should learn from and the good events we should celebrate.’

He called Britain’s imperial rule in India a ‘net help’ for the UK forging new links with one of

the world’s fastest growing economies because of the ‘shared history and culture’.

Mr Cameron was shown around the massacre site, including a well down which people

threw themselves to their deaths as they sought to avoid the gunfire, and a wall studded

with 28 bullet holes.

He then laid a wreath at the memorial to the dead before inscribing the book of condo-

lence. He wrote: ‘This was a deeply shameful event in British history, one that Winston

Churchill rightly described at the time as “monstrous”.

‘We must never forget what happened here and in remembering we must ensure that the

United Kingdom stands up for the right to peaceful protest around the world.’

Memorial site secretary Sukumar Mukherjee, whose grandfather survived the massacre,

said: ‘He has come here, he has paid his tributes. It is more than an apology.’

But Sunil Kapoor, president of the Jallianwala Bagh Freedom Fighters Foundation and whose

great-grandfather Wasoo Mal Kapoor was killed in the massacre, said he was ‘not satisfied’

that Mr Cameron did not meet relatives of those who died.

Explaining why he had not apologised, Mr Cameron said: ‘We’re dealing with something

here that happened a good 40 years before I was even born.

‘I don’t think the right thing is to reach back into history and seek out things to apologise for.

‘The right thing is to acknowledge what happened, to recall what happened, to show re-

spect and understanding.’

Obama to meet Japan PM to

talk economy, security issues
Another highly sensitive issue that might arise: Shinzo Abe's stance on a Japanese apology

for forcing about 200,000 foreign women into sexual servitude during World War II. When

President Obama sits down on Friday with Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, the conver-

sation will focus primarily on trade and economic issues. But the two leaders will also dedi-

cate plenty of time to two hot-button security issues.

Abe's visit to the White House comes as his country is gripped in a territorial dispute with

China and days after North Korea conducted its third nuclear test despite stiff opposition

from the USA and other allies.

On North Korea, Obama and Abe are more or less on the same page. Both quickly expressed

support of new measures against Pyongyang by the U.N. Security Council after North Korea

conducted its latest nuclear test on Feb. 12.

But on Tokyo and Beijing's ongoing dispute over disputed islands in the East China Sea (known

as Senkaku in Japan and Diaoyu in China), the Obama administration has cautioned both

sides to show restraint. The islands, which are under administrative control of Japan, are

also claimed by Taiwan.

Over the years, there has been intermittent spats and heated rhetoric between the two

countries over the islands. Last month, China agitated Japan when it announced it would

carry out a geological survey of the islands as part of an effort to safeguard its "maritime

rights and interests."

Both China and Japan have ships in waters around the eight uninhabited islands, which are

rich fishing grounds and thought to contain oil deposits, leading to fears of a clash.

In the lead-up to his visit, Abe suggested in an interview with TheWashington Post that he

wants the Obama administration to make clear to China that coercion on the issue is unac-

ceptable.

But White House officials made clear Thursday that maintaining stability in the region is its

top priority on the matter.

"I, frankly, am confident that both leaders (Obama and Abe) believe that constructive bilat-

eral relations with China are important — are essential, frankly, for regional growth, and

that managing differences is an important part of every bilateral relationship," said Danny

Russel, White House National Security Council senior director for Asia.

"Sino-Japanese relations have significant impact on all of us and on all the countries in the

region, so it's something that we all pay close attention to. The East China Sea and, frankly,

the broader Asia-Pacific region is an area in which stability is in all of our interests."

Another issue that could come up in Friday's meetings is Abe's stance on a 1993 statement

from the Japanese government apologizing for forcing about 200,000 women from neigh-

boring countries into sexual servitude during World War II. The victims of the practice were

known as "comfort women."

Soon after Abe's victory in December, one of his top deputies suggested that Abe would

review the 1993 apology, but Abe subsequently said he would refrain from making further

remarks on the matter.

Reps. Steve Israel, D-N.Y., and Mike Honda, D-Calif., wrote to Japan's envoy to Washington

earlier this week expressing their concerns. "Japan's government must fully acknowledge,

apologize and increase awareness of its history of comfort women," Israel said in a state-

ment.

Russel added that "Obama knows full well that there are very sensitive legacy issues from

the last century and believes that it's important to take steps to promote healing.

Pyramid of pharaoh's adviser

discovered
A pyramid that dates back more than 3000 years and was built for an adviser to King Ramses

II has been discovered in Luxor. Egypt's state Minister for Antiquities Mohammed Ibrahim

said the remains of the large mud brick pyramid, whose original height was 15 metres,

were unearthed during excavations on the hill of Sheikh Abdel Qurna by a Belgian mission

of the Universite libre de Bruxelles and Universite de Liege.

A statement from the mission said stamp impressions on the bricks indicated that the pyra-

mid belonged to a vizier of Upper and Lower Egypt named Khay, who held his position for

15 years during the reign of pharaoh Ramses II (1279-1213 BC) in the 19th dynasty.

It says the monument was largely dismantled in the 7th and 8th century AD, when the tomb

was transformed into a Coptic hermitage.

Twilight named top turkey at

Razzie Awards
The final Twilight film has swept the board at Hollywood's Razzie awards, which highlight

the year's worst films. Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn Part 2 was given seven Golden Rasp-

berry titles including worst picture and worst actress for Kristen Stewart.

Stewart, who is presenting an award at the Oscars on Sunday, was not present at the spoof

award ceremony. Instead, a cardboard cut-out of the actress was brought in to the press

conference to "accept" her trophy.

The five Twilight films have made a total of $3bn (£1.9bn) at the box office.

Razzies founder John Wilson said the worst thing about the franchise was that "people take

it so seriously". "I believe that rather than 40 million girls who bought tickets, it was four

million girls who bought 10 tickets each," he added. "That makes me feel better about the

American public."

The film also "won" the worst director prize for Bill Condon, worst supporting actor for

Taylor Lautner, worst re-make, rip-off or sequel, worst screen ensemble and worst screen

couple for Lautner and Mackenzie Foy.

Stewart owes her worst actress prize to her performances in two films - Twilight and Snow

White and the Huntsman.

Iran announces uranium

discovery,

plans to build

16 new nuclear

power plants
Islamic Republic's Revolutionary Guard, mean-

while, begins three-day ground and air mili-

tary exercise aimed at upgrading its combat

readiness. Iran said it has found significant new

deposits of raw uranium to feed its nuclear

program and has identified sites for 16 more

nuclear power stations, just days before talks

with Western powers over its disputed atomic

program.


